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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
FORTY SEVEN YEAR

SANTA FE. N. M., THURSDAY
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Mass Meeting Held in Plaza Albuquerque Youth
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Statehood Bill as Finally
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Acting

Taft.

Special to tlhe New Mexican.
June 22. Delegate
Washington,

While In
See
Reformatory.

Acting Secretary Jaffa has received
All New Mexico today rejoices over
That he has traveled all around the
a telegram from Governor Mills who
the signing ot the statehood bill by country and that he has not made Mi
- Is
President Taft.
In Washington stating that he ex Andrews continues to receive many
trips in pilgrim fashion on foot, or
In fact the joy making has not been riding on trains,
emulating the exampects to return to Santa Fe In a few telegrams of congratulations upon his
of
been
has
but
only
today
really
ple of Hobo A No. 1, but that he has
success In passing the Btatehood bill.
days.
"trlduum' In variety, for It began in sat In a comfortable saddle on the
Thomas Had Andrews not been here the state
Game and Fish Warden
Santa Fe Saturday afternoon when back of a good horse was the declaraP. Gable Is expected to return today hood bill would not have been passed.
the New Mexican announced the news tion made
by William Mallette, the
on
Andrews
the
Delegate
working
from Springer where he has procured
flashed from Washington
that the Albuquerque boy now In the lock-uHouse had concurred in the Senate pending an investigation of some of
some small trout for stocking the floor of the Senate secured the passage of an extra $20,000 for the Albu
bill.
lakes of the territory.
This city witnessed a demon his equestrian experiences.
querque federal building, also $15,000
stratlon of the people's Joy Saturday
Maliette, who is said to be fifteen
Acting Governor Jaffa "appointed each for sites at Las
Vegas and Las
night when a mass meeting was held years of age and one of six children
one notary public: M. E. Hlckey at
thus
-Cruces,
insuring early buildings
in the plaza and presided over by of G. W. Mallette, who four or five
Albuquerque, Bernalillo county,
at those places. Andrews secured
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa, who years ago ran a hotel at Jemez
were 25,000 copies of the statehood law for
Articles
of Incorporation
Introduced many well known speak Springs and who is well known in die
filed today in tine office of the secre distribution in New Mexico.
Congress-Presid- ent
ers. Every orator was greeted with Duke City, has amazed the local potary of the Territory by the People's
The postal savings, tie $20,000,000
shouts from the large crowd which lice officials by his "line of talk" and
Mercantile
Carlsbad
at
Company,
irrigation certiilcates, the land with
assembled and cheered ItBelf hoarse by the consummate nerve he displaya
stock
of
with
capital
Eddy county,
drawal bills are to be passed and will
over the victory f r wbidh New Mexi ed In removing a mare and her colt
$150,000, there being 1500 shares at be followed by the publicity of politic
co has been fighting for three score from the stables of Banker J. W. Nor- - v
The company, will com al contributions bill, thus with state$100 each.
ment of this city Sunday night.
years.
mence with a working capital of $50,-00- 0 hood carrying out all planks of the
It appears the young horseman (and
The speakers were Judge Morrison,
PASSED BY VIVA VOCE VOTE
and will do a general real estate Republican national platform.
Attorneys E. P. Davles, H. L. Ortiz, R. lover of other people's horses) came
besides building houses,
business
The next Rough Riders reunion will
Washington, June 18. The Statehood Bill to admit Arizona and New Mexico to the H. Hanna and Colonel George W. up from the Duke City some days ago
roads, digging wells and attending to be held In Arizona. Roosevelt will be
sought work at the home of Mr.
Union passed the House at 3 o'clock. It now requires the signature of the President to Prlchard. All of the speeches were and
other enterprises. A. J. Crawford, the orator of the day.
and were brilliant, par- Norment. He was allowed to care for
who holds 160 shares. Is named as
Delegate Andrews secured not only become law.
g
horses.
the
This
Voce
Viva
vote
the House concurred in the Senate amendments to bill, ticularly that of Colonel Prlchard.
developthe New Mexico agent with office at tue flag with a certificate that it
Mr. Jaffa alBo delivered a brief ad ed Into such a fondness for horse
Carlsbad. AH of the stockholders are waved over the capital the day the
flesh that some time Sunday night
A shout went up in the editorial a tabulated statemenr of the appor- flag floating over the House when the dress. All of the speakers emphasisof Carlsbad and the duration of the House concurred In the Beverldge
ed the importance of the victory won, Mallette is said to have taken a handas Tele- tionment of the delegates to the con- New Mexico statehood bill passes,
statehood bill but also the pens used rooms of the New Mexican
company Is given as fifty years.
Delegate Andrews will furnish the and declared how proud the people of some mare from Mr. Norment's stable
at stitutional convention which will be
Engineers Sullivan, Neel and Myers by Speaker Cannon and Vice Presi grapher DeArcy, of the Postal,
submitted to the commission which pen used by the President in signing tills territory should feel that Con- and the colt with her, riding the mare
in company with Mr. Flick and Hart dent Sherman in signing the bills as two o'clock this afternoon, handed
will consist of Governor Mills, Sec the statehood bill and file the pen gress has considered them fit to gov to Tesuque. He apparently enjoyed
to
edi
the
made a trip down to La Bojada hill well as the quill with which the Presi a special from Washington
the ride, but it seems be felt embar
Jaffa and Chin Justice Pope with the Historical Society of New ern themselves.
retary
brief
with
desk
autothe
legend:
dent signed the word "Taft" on the tor's
yesterday In Mr. Flick's large
rassed having a colt tagging at his
Call for Cheers.
will be no delay at this end of Mexico at Santa Fe.
There
Sen
concurs
In
"House
turns
on
bill.
the
unanimously
mobile to test the
These together with a photo
In motion the state
Went Through Like a Flash.
Acting Governor Jaffa concluded mount's heels. How to get rid of a
This big automobile graph of the notable scene at the ate amendments to Statehood bill!" A the line in setting
switchbacks.
colt without suspicion might have puz
hood wheels.
Washington, D, C, June 18. As Baying: "And now, ladies and gentlecame from the bottom of the hill to White House when the bill was sign minute later, the stars and stripes
soon as the statehood bill was laid be- men. I wish to thank you for the kind zled an older head than Willie's but
Acting Governor Jaffa had a large
the ton, a distance of over a mile and ed, photographed and with an inscrip- were unfurled from the New Mexican
fore the House there were demands attention given the speakers at this at Tesuque the youthful equestrian
a half, In eight minutes making all of tion of President Taft on the picture office In celebration of the event, and flag unfolded from the tall flag pole
for a vote without discussion, Lloyd, meeting and In conclusion I wish to saw a horse blanket that appealed to
the completed turns with great ease. will be presented to the New Mexico knots of people gathered around the at the southwest corner of tbe Old of
his
He quickly traded
the
Missouri, spoke for a few minutes call for cheers for our beloved Presi- colt fancy.
The party returned to Santa Fe in an Historical Society for Its Museum at bulletin posted to announce the tidings, Palace to celebrate the passage of the In which
for the blanket, feeling that he
for the members of the Unident
Taft,
he
not
hs
was
said
wholly
Santa Fe.
Other flags were displayed In a short enabling act
hour and two minutes.
satisfied with the Senate bill but In ted States Senate, for the members had benefited all concerned by the
The House and Senate received the time and Santa Fe awoke to the real
Good road work on the La Bajada
Historical Society Gets the Pen,
of Representatives, transaction.
order promptly to Insure statehood for of the House
be
that
been
soon
It
hill has
the President had sign- ization that will
the capital Special to the New Mexican.
practically completed. message
Then, after a needed rest for man
Arizona and New Mexico, hs was Speaker Cannon and all, regardless of
This road comes up the La Bajada ed the statehood bill and also a mes of a new state,
Washington, Jung IS. After a long ready to vote.. Hamilton, of Michigan, party lines who have helped win this and beast, Willie pushed on toward
hill on a maximum grade of seven sage from President Taft requesting
In
has
Flags with a large star pinned
consultation, Delegate Andrews
in Espanola.
to concur In the Senate amend great victory, for our delegate
and eight-tenth- s
per cent and In or- the passage of the bill that appeals In the blue field made their appearance positive assurance frjra the leaders moved
Sunday morning when Mr. Norment,
Congress, and last but not least, for
ments, "Vote, vote, vote I" cried
'
der to maintain this grade It was nec laud cases may be taken to tflie court this afternoon to signify the addition of both sides of
thii
the
the
who have worked went Into his stable to prepare for a '
citizens
:
private
hundred
from
members
u
of
side
either
win
kin
.lu,,.,
Iborseback ride he found his favorite
....
essary to make a number of twitch of appeals of tlie District of Colum- of the new star whim will lane place
tne nouse. mui wm
g Co1onerTh?Stere"oo5eTeffnwte Willie. Then
backs. The road bed Itself is made bia relieving the secretary of the in shortly:
by the House concurring in the Sen- - devoted to further debate, the Sen
tleerlfTwas riotlBeS
of the material found along the line terior from the responsibility of final
ata .mandmenta wen aareed to u nan- - today rode triumphantly through New and with Mr. Closson, Mr. Norment
Governor Jaffa Immediately ate amendments.
Acting
New
Arizona
Mexico
York
with
and
decision.
road.
of the
Delegate Andrews will secure the Imously by a viva voce vote,
went in hot pursuit. It appears they
upon hearing the great newa prepared
Rough Riders about him."
It is probable that the convict camp Hon. Thomas B. Catron has left for
wind of bow the colt was separAs Mr. Jaffa concluded the audience got
will be moved from La Bajada hill to Santa Fe. He Is entitled to great cred
ated from the mare at Tesuque, the
burst Into applause and made the old
the mountains In a short time as the it for securing Important changes in
horse blanket being the "separator"
plaza ring with the cheers which were and
heat Is becoming oppressive and the the statehood bill and in aiding Delealso got wind of the direcPRESIDENT SIGNS THE
OF
gate Andrews In the final skirmish of F
given witlh a vigor and vim appro tion they
water supply Inadequate.
In which Willie was traveling.
the eight year battle the delegate has
priate to the occasion,
... Espanola the lad was caught by
Word received from the Duke City Sheriff
waged for statehood.
MONSIEUR D'ALBERT WAS
back
Closson and was
Omnibus Building Bill Passes.
RATHER SECRETIVE
ACT Is to the effect that its residents plan to Santa Fe by Captainbrought
ENABLING
STATEHOOD
VEGAS
Fornoff of
monster demonstration tonight in
Washington, June 22. After consid
the Mounted Police the captain havhonor of the victory won and in other
Ha Hotel Clerks Guessing at to His ering the omnibus public buildings
met Mr. Closson and Mr. Norment
mass ing
minutes
an
the
bour
bill
cities
In
and
twenty
throughout
Present
His
and
territory
Identity
Na- - Uses Eagle Quill Provided by Delegate Andrews and Gold meetings were held Saturday night or at Espanola.
today, the Senate passed the measure Statehood Flag From
Whereabouts,
At the Norment residence Willie Is
III be held today.
Did H. T. D'Albert, who registered as reported from committee. It CarPen Furnished by Postmaster General Hitchcock-B- ill
said to have chatted freely about the
. tional Capitol Will Be
Property Values Soar.
at the Claire hotel Sunday June. 5 rie'' $25,588 500 Increase, more than
escapade and to have admitted that
Become
Law
Has
Now
as
of
estate
It
over
the
Land
that
12
dealers
millions
said
It
is
the
four
real
a
total
by
Raised There
take "French leave" Sunday June
over
he had "traveled extensively"
consent
measure
of
news
statehood
House.
Is
the
The
the
the
foul
Saturday
That
passed
or has he met
play?
the United States.
at the White House.
Ceremony
estate
value by
state.
In
authorizations
from
real
tains
and
hotel
up
the
property
every
around
asked
"And how did you cover so mucu
question
A Knotty Question.
notches ot ten per cent and that today
which has 'been put to Captain D'ornGALLINAS BRIDGE DEDICATION
a mere boy like you?" was
Cole of the House committee on ter
conservative estimate places prop ground,
Washington, June 22. Congress Is
off of the mounted police.
asked.
St
Washington, D. C, June 20. X ritories, Delegate Andrews, Hon. T. erty in Santa Fe at forty per cent
It may take some time to be an facing the question whether union la"Horses
took me, sir," was the rePresident Taft signed the St B. Catron, Delegate Cameron, H. I. higher than It was three days ago. ply.
swered for if there ever was a man bor shall he exempt from prosecution Finest Memorial Structure Mark JC
anti-trutoX
business
amount
law.
tremendous
The
m.
the
of
Sherman
1:40
X statehood bill at
p.
with a mysterious bump "Monsieur under
To Captain Fornoff Willie told a
"
X Latham of Phoenix; J. T. Williams of that will be transacted here during
ing Old Santa Fe
X day.
D'Albert" apparently had It and had Conferees on the sundry civil bill
tale of trouble at home and said that
of
the
clerk
IS
Tucson;
not
to
mention
Wilson,
consideration
the
Joseph
under
have
next
the
months,
question
Trail.
It well developed.
beHouse committee on territories; Ira the greater volume of business that he had a dispute with his father of
today. The House by a decisive vote
He is described as a young man
Andrews Was There it the 8lgnlng. M.
cause he, Willie, insisted that one
of the Santa must always come to the capital of
Bond, representative
30 years of age, 6 feet 7 Inches In Insisted upon the exemption, which Is
emuMexican.
New
to The
his younger brothers should not
Fe New Mexican, were admitted to state. Is said to be responsible for the
Colonel Ralph B. Twitchell of Las Special
heleht. weiehlna 140 pounds ana sharply opposed by the Senate.
late his own example of cigarette
Washington, D. C, June 20. The the President's office. President Taft rise in property value.
Vegas, is In Santa Fe today on legal statehood bill was unrolled and
dressed in a fine suit of dark material
smoking.
signed greeted all with a hearty handshake
Messages of Greeting,
He carried a leather suit case. He GOVERNOR MILLS STARTS
It is thought that Willie will be
business tor the Atchison, Topeka and by the speaker and
Imand signed (half of his name to the
FOR HOME TOMORROW.
and carelessly
operators were kept busy sent to a reform school to take him
Telegraph
reclstered backhand
ConSanta Fe Railway Company, having mediately upon the assembling of
a
handed
statehood
with
bill
and
pen
of
gold
messages
Intend
sending
receiving
left the apostrophe which wag
temptation of riding
He will gress today. Without delay it was him by Postmaster General Hitchcock congratulation on the statehood vic away from the horses
without their
ed to go between the D and the A Acting Governor Jaffa Receives An arrived from Albuquerque.
other people's
hurried to the White House and will and the last half of his name with an tory.
From
Him
He
other
In
In
the
Albert.
home
his
leave
the
b
for
near
this
Message
somewhere
evening
In the American eagle quill pen, with a
be signed by the President
the fol permission.
Bent
Jaffa
Governor
Acting
Quiet at Capital.
was clean Bhaven and taciturn, so the
Meadow City. Hon. W. H. AndrewB
Andrews and large gold band from Taos county, lowing congratulatory
telegram to UPTON SELLS HIS INTEREST
Acting Governor Jaffa has received has wired Colonel Twitchell that he presence of Delegates
hotel clerk says, Beyond an exchange
Cameron and delegations from New New Mexico, the latter being handed President Taft:
IN MIMBRES CANNERY.
of matutinal greetings. It appears the a telegram from Governor William J. will
bring with him to be raised on Mexico and Arizona now In the city. to the President by Delegate Andrews,
To the President, White House,
hotel clerks had no conversation with Mills stating that he expects to start the Fourth
of July at Las Vegas the
a
with
furnished
this
C.
D.
long
There.
pen
Reach
Did
being
It
Washington,
or
three days."
and
Four Hundred Acre Orchard
their guest who was registered in for Santa Fe In "two
National
case by George B. Pnxton of Red Riv
At a mass meeting held last evenIt Is figured out that he will therefore flag which floated over the
room 29.
Farm Went Into the Bargain-Qua- rter
Washington, June 20. At 12:30
House of Repre
the
Taos county. New Mexico. All, In ing the people of the capital expressthe
day
Capitol
er,
a
as
or
next
tomorrow
room
leave
the
Sher
out
his
Vice
was
President
of
Million Labels.
"Monsieur"
day
state- rfcllook today
to the ed tlhelr heartfelt gratitude to you for
was sent yesterday.
The sentatives passed the bill giving
man affixed his signature to the state- cluding Andrews extended
Kood deal and came to the hotel be message
Demlng, N. M., June 21. Charles
hood to New Mexico. This flag will
on your successful effort to obtain for
was the last step of President hearty congratulations
which
tween train hours. He also departed governor has been in Washington
hood
bill
float In Las Vegas on July 4 It was
the bill. Norton, secretary to thorn Btatehood and the meeting ad- E. Napp has bought out the Interest
looking after Important matters and
the progress of the legislation before signing
when no bus was running.
to Cameron the journed with three cheers for our be- of Senator J. N. Upton In the can
on August 15, 1846, that an Amermeasure goes to President Tart Che President, gave
the
He left In his room three neckties, also went to New Haven to see his
the
the
in
President's
ican
name, loved President. The sentiment ex- nery now in course of construction
floated
blotter
first
that
city,
showing,
flag
for approval. The bill probably will
made In Brooklyn, 14 collars, size 14, son graduate. Mrs. Mills and Miss
on the Mlmbres twenty miles north of
Kearfor pressed, I am sure. Is being reflected
ot
"Now
President:
General
the
The
all
work
of
entry
morning
New
also
1
Mills
Ha
were
at
reach the White House this after
four negligee Bhlrts, size 14 2, some Madeline
Mr. Napp also bought the
Demlng,
the
constitution!"
of
American
commonwealth.
a
the
the
good
and
all
over
Army
exny
commencement
great
to
ven
attend
the
noon.
winter underwear from which his ini
farm of Senator Upton consisting ot
of
NATHAN JAFFA
the
Fourth
the
West.
to
On
name
his
The
people
President
of
Yale
signed
a
ercises
With
Pens.
Two
University.
450 acre of farming lands and orchard.
tials were cut with a knife, Pajama
8igned
An artist
Acting Governor.
Quiet reigned at the capltol today. Las Vegas will dedicate the beautiful 20. Two photos for those present.
nightshirt, a few toilet articles, and
To Delegate Andrews Mr. Jaffa sent The construction work on the cannery
the Qa- ' Washington, D. C, June
two pictures of all present In the
took
in
a box of cold cream, the name of the The corporations had taken a day off $40,000 concrete bridge over structure
will be pushed forward with all pos
Pib were used by the President
room. The President wrote on one this message:
the finest memorial
sible expedition.
All the machinery
pharmacist selling it having been torn and filed no applications to do busi lllnas,
Trail any affixing his signatue ibMomSj. large photo: "Best wishes to the W. H. Andrews, Hotel Shoreham,
off. He also left a pair of low shoes, ness In the territory and no appli marking the Old Sauta Fe
for this cannery, as well as the maer
Mo nlshed by Postmas
Washington, D. C.
friends of New Mexico with certain
Independence,
No 5. Not a letter of the alphabet cants for the office of notary public where between
for
n eale te"th,r broustl,t fy
making the cans is on the
k
Hearty congratulations upon the chinery A hundred
Santa Fe. Hon. T. B. Catron
prospects of early statehood!"
was found to give away hlB identity, were heard from.
were
thousand cans are
ground.
Andrews.
Delegate
our
address
the
Andrews
will
victory.
memorial
the
will
gratitude
Express
great
deliver
of
de
R.
the
education
place
Delegate
F.
to
his
Asplund,
occupation
and the only clue
by (he owners as souvenirs,
to nil of our friends who helped us also on tho ground and 250,000 labels,
on
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over
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Governor
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a
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In
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Andrews,
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capital
flag
of
attending
artist
crayons
today
partment
was a package
so that the cannery can begin operaAn Impressive Event.
NATHAN JAFFA,
the Institute there and will go to Las and other territorial officials will bo j
Saturday the day the House passed In the fight.
draiiKhtsman'B fine pen.
tions just as soon as tlhe machinery
tthe bill and the pen with which PresActing Governor. Is
present. Excursion rates will be in Special to the New Mexican
He also left the vest of the suit he Vegas before he returns home,
Installed. The capacity of this can
From Arizona.
ident Taft signed the bill, In the
p. m.
Washington, June 20.-- 1:45
Inapector E. E. Van Horn has Just effect and a big crowd Is expected
wore, but the Inside pocket whlcli
Mr. Jaffa received this message of nery Is 250,000 cans In a season.
of Postmaster General Hitchcock, Ropre- - rooms of the New Mexico Historical
may have had his name on it, was cut returned from Taos where he went on from Santa Fe and other portions
J.
A. Kldd of Waco, Texas, has ac
and Society In the Old Palace at Santa Fe, greeting from the Acting Governor of
sentatlves Hamilton, Guernsey
business. He rode 210 miles In three New Mexico.
out.
cepted a position In the office of Major
Arizona:
New
horses
Mexico
and
Bays that
The mystery of his disappearance days
James R. Waddlll.
Phoenix, June 18.
are as good as any to be had.
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Governor
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Make
MURDER
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Report.
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moved to Deming, and will begin ImMexico.
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In
The
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apolnted
appraisers
relics
have,
sieur's
his land which lies a few
bridge, her hair cut off, and dressed
By direction of the people In mass proving
Jackson, Ky., June 22. The examnone over. "He was probably mur demnation proceedings of the Santa
miles south of town.
e
case Eighteen Year Old Trained Nurse In In man's clothes. A cattleman brought meeting assembled Arizona sends her
Mrs.
dered", said one Bleu, "He simply Fe Irrigation Company against J, 3. ining trial in the Splcer-FugatJ. A. Lorentzen, of El Paso,
unher In. After hearing her story the suiter state of New Mexico cordial
Men's Clothes Discovered By
has been set for Thursday. Many
took French leave owing the Claire Candelarlo for about 25 acres of
la visiting her cousin, MrB. L. R. Taywife.
heartfelt
Martin
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officers
and
and
arrested
Foreman.
greetings
congratula
8ectlon
is
to
here
covered
are
be
cultivated lands
by the members of the rival families
a week's rent," said another. "It
lor of this place.
All three are in the county jail await- tions upon our emancipation.
Arroyo Hondo reservoir No. 8, five and a critical situation is expected
a arRni mvstery," said a third,
GEORGE) U. YOUNG,
ing an Investigation this afternoon.
Hint in what a clerk at the miles south of Santa Fe, have award- - when the case la called. Dema John Special to the New Mexican.
Acting Governor ot Arizona. Bent the following meBsage to Mr,
Demlng, N. M., June 22. Robert C.
the defendant $75 for the tract. son, who disappeared after Monday's
Claire hotel thinks and wishes the
To this message Mr, Jaffa replied Taft: .
In which John Martin and wife, running the Com- INCREASE OF 8ALARY
were
Creek
J.
Jetts
Frank
The
at
affair
Owen,
solved.
appraisers
were
mystery
The President,
unFOR RAILROAD TELEGRAPHERS. as follows:
W. Mayes and Leo Hersch.
Fugate was killed and his mother was mercial hotel several weeks, are
Hon. George U. Young, Acting Gov
Washington, D. C.
wounded, was arrested today charged der arrest, pending an Investigation.
RENO AND GOLDFIELD
I am directed by the city council,
San Antonio, Texas, June 20. The
ernor, Arizona.
Miss Delia Harris, 18 years old,
with complicity in the shooting. With
BIDDING FOR FIGHT. WENT TO SCAFFOLD
New Mexico appreciates the kindly prominent citizens and business men
Antonio and
LAUGHING AND. JOKINO. her was captured Splcor's 18 year old from Shawnee, Oklahoma, came here management of San
San Francisco, Calif., June 20.
to express to your their gratitude for
son, who It is alleged assisted his fath- last Friday night, and applied to Dr. Aransas Pass railway has granted an greeting of Arizona and returns maniWalla Walla, Wash., June 20.
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night, five per cent and also granted consid-Saturdabids of the der of ft messenger at Medical Lake of Ellsha Johnson, who Is In Jail at Dr. Swope's home Friday
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PAGE TWO.

W6: Kearny
President agreed with the railroad county, 400; Ford county,
men on this matter and sent for In- county, 45; Hamilton county, 25; Gray
Commerce Commissioner.1 county, 30.
tcratntn
"There are two lines of the new
Knapp and Lane. To them he stated

One
what arrangement had been proposed Santa Fe trail from Hutchinson.
follows the Santa Fe cutoff direct toand asked whether they would
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however. Insisted that matters of this s,inii unit Denver.
importance could not be deferred tor
connecting line Is to be built
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not
be
Is
Real legislative history
and Finley, with whom he had an ap- - o the new ganta Fe tTeitti there are
read In the debates In the House and
on
situation
to
the
relative
polntment
connecting roads now under
the Senate. It Is made behind closed the eastern roads. This, however,
doors In conferences anions a few thov dM not accent, as the situation COI18tructlon.
men wtho are the leaders. The Rail- In the two cases was somewhat differ-COM-en- t,
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way and Engineering Review
and the eastern presidents had
meetMISSION,
stance, tells the story of the
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proposed
practically
west- already
Jt npc,ara that those western shiping of President Taft and the
same arrangement,
the
with the
cept
dissatisfied
who
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at
week
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last
per8
ern railroad presidents
It may be stated that none of 'he
w
were Instrumental
which radical changes In the railroad
railway men parties to this confer- ,n gMng their schedules of rates
bill were determined uion.
ence felt In the least elated over the he,d up by lBj,mction are not alto-resuMr. Ripley acted as first spokesman
or satisfied with it. Under the
(her DleaSed at having the matter
committee
representthat
the
slating
conditions it seemed the only thing referl.eii t0 tne interstate commerce
ed a thoroughly disheartened and dis- to be done. They recogniied the fact
mn,i,-,n- n
Thelr committee is go-couraged constituency. The railroads that President Taft has a very hard
to express opln-figh- t
t0
Wa6hington
Jng
ad.
had been discussing the matter of
on hand and that the real ele- - .
ot
,t ls surmised
these
gome
but
vancing rates for about two years,
meut of danger Is In public sentiment wm Bot be favorabie t0 the commis-a- s
had refrained from taking such acradical element . ,
, actlon
the
by
represented
Tne
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tion on account of the hard times. Re- in Congress. There ls nothing very BaW tQ
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cently still further
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deem
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They "do not
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of action was a necessity, and it best to appear optimistic and as far
the commission
(ne way ,n
the steps which they had taken were as possible assume the philosophy of
hag been rrying on Its work or the
followed
simply those which had been
Mark Tapley. It is necessary, of method8 by whch It. has sought to
for some years without objection.
course, to make the best of every
t concU8iona in certain mat- The President and the attorney condition that arises. The pessimism
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the
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general
of the railway managers ls quickly
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hoiff before taking their recent comothers, and clearly showed that they . if the credit 01 me runway tvmi- nney
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Washington
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First that the advance had
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ready
sec
heen nromuleated very secretly;
ubsolutely blocked, and conditions tgled nt(j the courts.
ond, that It had been by the order of will become rapidly more una wui
n
They gQt ,t projected into a court
without
officers
the executive
Intolerable.
at long range, with the result of hav
the matter with the regular
It wag the same with the statehood lng the increase in rates arrested, but
traffic officers of the roads; third, that
until President Taft lt was almost Immediately taken
the railroads bad shown a disposition bill. It Blept
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those in Congress who had been work- ltseil wnn me iiuuinu ctiuhhuu.
too
complain that the commission was
ing with him. He felt deeply grieved
too much
leaned
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them
hard
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unan
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and hurt at what be considered
rateg
the railinnib.
just attitude on the part of had
weatern ship- been
he
that
claimed
he
the
roads, as
The Las Vegas Optic says that
;h. idea of having the
mindful of their Interests and en- pathfinder for the Kansas City Star
dcide whether the ad- deavored to be Just to them in the automobile race over the Santa Fe
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8 ju8tfled
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minal for the great race because of
that he had been surprised at the the danererous
condition of the road
wnicu
element
radical
of
the
strength
between Las Vegas and Santa Fe. In
threatened very unwise legislation.
Itself, this loss would not be ot great
In reply, the railway officials
of a
misin moment, but It 1b only of one
him that he had been
thousand instances each year that
formed and was laboring under false
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WATER.
la aratlfvlna to note

that the
Commercial Club at Albuquerque re
fused to condemn the recent oraer m
the Territorial Engineer requiring the
filing of a bond with applications for
water rights. The bond is merely a
Inguarantee that the applicant really
tends to construct irrigation or power
works and Is not seeking to gobble
water rights for mere speculative
rvhlnh I1II1V tie Ul) W&tOl'S
m,mnw
indefinitely when some one else may
tnem to actual uo.
;Uncle Sam has recognized a similar
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tne
rey
membered Delegate Andrews nau ex
tended to this territory, bays m
Irrigation Age;
"One of the most Important measures adopted by Congress at Us pres-an- t
eaouinn tn tho amendment to Car
the
ey Act Statutes Introduced by
u
Honorable Frank M. Monoeu, cnau-macomof the Houso public lands
mittee and known, officially, as 'House
Resolution 2142S.' The purpose of
rethe act Is well expressed In the
lands
port of the committee of publicthe bill
recommending the passage of
In which it is stated, vurbatlm:
of legislation
.mi.. .j.,ioi,iiitv
withdrawals
providing for temporary
Is
of lands, tlhe Irrigation of which
contemplated under tne carey ah
has been referred to at various times
by officials of the interior department.
"The necessity for the legislation
arises from the fact that when the
oceiils. uroceed to the sur
nata nr
a
vey, plattiug and mapping of given
area with a view 01 appiyms
the
segregation of the same under
Act thorn Is very likely to be
less
or
more
filings made on the land,
speculative in character, tne
,viiwh 1... hnnn In some instances, to
entirely defeat the successful carry
ing. out of an Irrigation project.
irnKtn..D
ew.r,tiirlfH of the interior
and commissioners of the general
land office have had their attention
called to this condition and have from
timn tn tlmo suzeested legislation
which would remedy It by authorizing
the secretary to make temporary
...iihvonraia nf arena within the limits
,hKh it una nronosed to segregate
lands with a view of reclaiming tjhem
under the Carey Act. The bill nowconreported is intended to meet this
nltlnn '
"The act, as approved, reads as fol
lows:
'An net authorizing the secretary
of the Interior to make temporary
lands for cerwithdrawals
tain mtrnnsea.
" 'Be it enacted by the Senate and
of the Uni
unen nf Rpnrpsi-fitalive- s
ted States of America In Congress asaemhled. that to aid in carrying out
the purposes of Section 4 of the act
of August 18, 1SD4, entitled "An aci
innuinir annronr alionB for sundry civ
11
expenses of, the government for
the fiscal year ending 1895, and for
other purposes,' it shall be lawful for
the secretary of Hie interior, upon
bv the nroner officer of any
state or territory, to which said sec--

c.v

from settlement or entry, areas em
bracing lands for which the state or
territory proposes to make applica"on under Bald section, pending the
investigation and Burvey preliminary
to tne fllln
the DiaDB and Dlats and
application for segregation by the
atnto or territory: Provided. That If
the state or territory shall not irre
sent its application for segregation
and maps and plats witnin one year
after such temporary withdrawal the
InnrlR tin wltlhrlrnwn shall be restored
to entry as though 'such withdrawal
had not been made.' Approved March
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months In hearing both sides? Now Carey Act plans has been hampered
been mailed or sent by messenger to City Journal as follows:
rates after thev from their incootion. Persons who
"It hna hoon less than sixtv days lit rloola with afno-lthe rpenlar mailing lists of shippers
of
-- I
twnlVD
tVnm
In, I..B. i.viu
... hflVO may have come Into possession
au..u tt Will
ucru Inalan
icnim. Than
An Issue of 1,500 tariffs, of the same Sllli;e rein eocuittiiTTjo
..vi.v j V.uaru Kn.n
counties met In to Judge them beforehand, when no- - the nlans of the nroiector9 have, here
Issue as the one enjoined, ihad been western Kansas
made inroads upon the tracts
used In this way; and the very man Hutcninson and organized to Duiid uie Dooy can prove now iney win wuu, tofore,
and filed upon the
wno had told the President that the new Santa Fe trail from Newton to and when there will be a special court to be reclaimed,
rrtl.i-ar- l
When choicest sites under homestead and
Una Rut tnrlav man anil tn annOfll tn fmm Its Order.
shippers had not received the tariffs II..
land laws. The effect has been
had himself duly received them, and teams are working in seven of the the commission gets its new duties desert
the companies,
twelve countieB on the actual con-- , the opportunities of finding fault with not only to hamper
in many cases the railways held
will as Btated, in their legitimate operastruction of a modern dirt hlghway.it and getting things
receipts.
to prevent Carey Act entry-me- n
of thirty feet 'n width, that is to follow be multiplied many times. Its lot tions, but
These mutual explanations,
from enjoying the right of free
be a happy one and the rate ques
will
more
than
old
for
and
historic
trail
the
the
cleared
atmosphere
course,
selection.
f
the distance across Kansas. Hon will be tougher than ever.
paved the way for action. The west- one-hal"This measure has been strongly
ern representatives were embarrass- The Colorado counties between tho
urged upon Congress by Secretary
THE INCOME TAX.
ed by finding that the President had state line and Pueblo have entered
lenntor William E. Borah, one of Balllnger at various times and Bince
already received a letter from the Into the movement with equal enthu rtfew- - Mexico's best friends in the Uni Its enactment, the general land office
President of one of the largest east- siasm and the 'new trail' hag been
ted StateB Senate, discusses the "In- has Issued regulations for carrying
ern trunk lines offering to postpone mapped out to that city.
come Tax Amendment" In an able ar lt into effect."
movement
rates
new
Behind
this
wonderful
the date at which the
until
Kansas
western
effective
they
spirit ticle in the June Issue 1bof the North NEW MEXICO AT THE LAND EX- should become
ls, of course, the
1 supporter
could toe submitted to the interstate that has been trained in years of American Review. He
P08ITION.
commerce commission for its approv- struggle to overcome be adverse con of the amendment and not In sympa
The New Mexico bureau of Imml- al. This, of course, made lt practie-nllditions confronted in convet.lng the thy with those who feel its passage
the
undertaken
hon
flpaln
Imnosslble for the western lines desert to fruitful farms and fields. It would place limitations upon the pow
the Unit
to stand out and fight the matter In Is tlhe
spirit that ac ers of the state. Nor does he agree nrnnaralinn nf an exhibit for
the courts and carry all the odium oi cepts the difficult tasks with enter with those who think lt foreshadows ed States Land and irrigation impoThe President pro- prising zeal and takes the utmost local an assault on wealth. In concluding sition to be held in November In the
Buch litigation.
rniiaenm. flhlcnen The bureau last
posed that the roads of the Western pride in accomplishment. There was he writes:
"Some seem to think that this Nnvnmhor. ftrrnnorpd and diBlllaved an
irnnir T.fno f'nmmlt.tee should with sentiment, also. In the movement. The
draw not only the enjoined tariffs but nM Ranta Fa trail means more to the amendment foretAiadows an assault exhibit of New Mexico products at
wealth. No sane man would this unique exposition which attracted
any others effective June l or there- neODle of western Kansas than lt ever upon
take from industry its Just reward or very favorable attention and wnicn
after, and that they should not again did to the eastern part of the state.
rehrnnirht rieflnlta results to the tern
file these tariffs until the new amend- For It was alone this trail that the rob frugality of a fair and honest
to tnrv In thn wnv nf nilhllcltv and lmml
ment of the interstate commerce law early settlers in the southwest pushed turn. I believe in protection
acauired
the
and
wealth
legitimately
session
this
or
has become effective,
gratlon. The preparation of an exhibit
the 'dead line' westward through the absolute
If they
guarantee to property and laBt year was not begun until too late
terminated.
of Congress
'short
The
homestead
country."
grass
eswould do this the was willing to with- ers who staked their claims on either property rights, 'i nese tnings are
to secure the choicest products and
draw tho action for an injunction in side of the trail, when lt was the only sential to the welfare of those who do the funds at the dispose of the board
well
as
those
as
not possess property
the. United States circuit court. The
were limited. Moreover, only a com- In Kansas, have left the Im
who do, and no man would render
fnmmtttoe which had Drevlously con highwayot Its
potential power as an them less efficient than they now are. narntlve few nf the farmlne: districts
press
railof
the
suited with the attorneys
of the territory were represented owatront of civilization unon the citizen But
equality of burden and equal op- Ins- tn tho into alart. Thla rear Tiren
roads believe that injunction proceedthe now rich and fertile Ar
for
exist
the
a final ship of
in
reach
struggle
best
portunity
not
at
could
ana
ings
kansas valley.
ence are also essential to any sue aratlon ls begun in ample time
decision until next December, and
district In New Mexico should
"But the real lncentlve-t- he
thing
8h(u, and contnued lan (or the prf every
thot tn tho meantime all rates subject
a
It
sea
It
la
renresented
with
that aroused the western Kansas spirit tect on of wealib and property. We , tn " that
to the injunction or any others pro- and
h , clas9' care,u"' Belecte? ..uthtr
ana lose
Fe
Santa
trail
the
sentiment,
the
Line
slKht
after
Trunk
all,
of
fact
that,
mulgated by the Western
the road grader at work Instead of in a government like ours statutes and of ltB Prdctf- The grow ng and
Committee would be held up. They put
.
Innao nrnniictn Should
at the point of the 'whereas-an- communions cannot or tnemseives
stopping
to
to
but
;
do
saw, therefore, nothing
'be lt Tesolved' was the big red protect property. In the last analysis beK,n rKht now- Santa F county
nnnent the Prosidcntfs
proposition,
motor car. For In western Kansas
w
o
""
property can only De protGOtea
and this agreement was arrived at
The
TftneementB " for representation.
i,
from Hutchinson to the state line
iu
Mil
.
i..iti,
.
IIIIUIIKII
lllwaMlUlIlfe
after long discussion in which the the
farmers who live along the Santa and loyal citizenship. There is noth- - United States Land and Irrigation ex
great necessities of the railroads were Fe trail have the motor
nnHltlon 1r nnfrniw. It han no am US 6'
n
car 'bug.' ... in .ui
Linn wui u
iu bu i.itj
uuniit- u muni'"
lug
pointed out ana the disadvantages of
ment features; It Is Bimply and solely
the forces which
They also own the cars. And it la
... an exhlhlt. nf lantla and the Products
... .
permitting the matter to De neiu in noticeable that In the counties where able and appreciating
in the end will destroy tt as wealth.
In renlv to this
nhovnni-- too long.
numerous
cars are the most
If it were not, it would realize that of the lands and it 1b held right at the
tho President gave assurance that he the motor
new Santa Fe every time It Invades
the law of center of the immigration movement
would make every effort to have the the construction of the
our products
1b under the greatest headway.
equal opportunity or the rule of equal of the country. It takes
rates promptly considered Bd that the trail
"Here are a few figures that help burdens It Is undermining Its own sta- right to the people we hope to lntereBt
rai'ways might have the benefit of
eastern bility and inviting Its own
ruin. In colonizing our country and developthe advance as early as possible, and to answer the question that
and Those who honestly and faithfully ing our lands. Last yoar more than
he further expressed his disposition Kansas ls now rubbing Its eyes
people saw the exposition. This
that the railroads Bhould receive ade- asking; 'What does the short grass contend for the equal distribution of 300,000that
number will reach half a
mean by taking this great the great burdens
of government, year
quate compensation for their services. country
who seek to million. New Mexico and every dismovement?'
roads
the
In
lead
year
increasing,
good
year
the
of
by
covered
also
many
Tne talk
In New Mexico should have most
bad features of the bills now pending Reno county, 600 motor cars; Barton protect the less fortunate and pros- trict
RS0: Rice county. 875: Paw
through Its
perous against the unjust accusations thorough representation
in Congress, especially the provision noiintv.
demonstration
nrnriiieta in thin
the length of time for nee county, 660 (one for every third nf aelflabness and ereed. Are the real
coun
friends of property and the true de-- for the benefit of the land hungry peo-which the Interstate commerce com family in the county) ; starrora
law and order."
pie ot the crowded middle states
mission might suspend a rate, The ty, 400; Finney county, 225; Edwards fenders of
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FE TRAIL ENTHUSIASM.
Kansas Missouri and Colorado ore
alive over the rebuilding of the Santa
Fe Trail. New Mexico la not and the
more Is the pity for the historic Highcommonway means as much for thla
wealth as it does to the other three
states tdlicn together. Tne buu.ibv
failure that New Mexico haB made in
was in its
anything In half a century -attempt to build a roaa ncroBs me
osum
Sanre de Crlsto Kntrange from
Voiron
that, the project
Isn't feasible; the most difficult P"
was beautifully consiructea uuuei
ntnro's administration un
der tlhe direction of Hon. H. 0. Bursum, then superintendent of tue territ- adverorial penitentiary, and was
nvur as a SUCCeSHful
tha
,in..
UBCU
"
l"D wnrlil
attempt at public road building with
admlnla-,vnii.,convict labor. But a later
Mitrhfuri tha nrniect and it re
mains for the Mills administration to
finish it before it ls superseded by the
rue uooq uouua
ainto irnvernmcnt.
Commission has ample means at Itscommand; convict labor is most proi.i.u , mnnntnn road worK uuu
priori tho enmns are near the base of
an eariy
supply, and everything favors
comnlellon of the Scenic Highway
fvnm hnlh ends to the FeCOB river
Says the Kansas City Star of tne San
ta Fe trail movement In Kansas:
Th mooting- - at Kmiiorla yesterday
In
representing the counties directly
.
terested In the movement ior a iubii-..the
to
fw,n thn Missouri river
settled the big
Rocky mountains,
Iran
question. The New Santa fe Kan-cinuwill be built all the way across
SANTA

t.

ritv There

was

not

a

on
dissenting voice in the convention
that all Important feature of tne bud-w- t
The only contention revealed
anmncr the neles:nteB was over the lo
cation of the road. There can be dui
one such highway and many localities
ADbttio-

tnr it

"More than forty delegates troin one
r
from
city Florence and twenty-fouthn litno tnwn of Waverlv. and repre
sentatives of from one to twenty from
other counties and cities, were an
thi.ro fnr one nurnose to get the new
Santa Fe Trail. That was the spirit
of the meeting. And when the commlttn nn resolut 0118 reported m in
vor of building a modern rock road
fmm Nowinn tn Kiinsas city, tne res
olutlons were adopted with a shout
that pvnressed more than mere ac
quiescence. It was a ratification that
meant something.
Tho anlrlt Mint dominated tfhe Em
poria meeting yesterday was the same
spirit that dominated the HUieninson
nnnferonca when the new trail move
ment was first Inaugurated, and the
Hutchinson meeting resulted in tne
no, Santa Fe Trail from Newton to
the KansaB state line and from there
to the Rocky mountains.
"That Is ttie guaranty that the new
Snnta Fe Trail will be built from
Newton to Kansas City."
A DISTINCTION WITH A DIFFER
ENCE.
There ls good ground for the con
tention that it Ib not the cost but the
standard of living that is higher.

There has been a notlcealile decline
in prices of many commodities even
during the past three years. The
June Santa Fe Employes' Magazine,
for instance, published interesting sta
tistics on freight rates from Chicago
to El Paso. Rates that less than
thirty years ago were almost $5 per
hundred are now down to $1.15 or
of
thereabouts, Just about
what shippers had to pay a quarter
century ago.
Vague theories and pet notions
about the course of the prices of articles that enter Into expenditures for
food and other necessities are little to
the purpose, as all who undertake to
investigate the subject soon find. The
problem has numerous phaseB, and
confining the examination to any one
Some of the
1b a vain proceeding.
figures offered are from interested
sources and exaggerated or marked by
A bureau connected
concealments.
of commerce
with the department
and labor has Juat Issued the annual
government report on wholesale prices
In 1909 which embraces 257 commod
ities and follows their changes in
with exactness. Few would
value
guess that this list shows a decline
of 2.3 per cent compared with the
year 1907, or that the wholesale prices
in 1907 were the highest for any pe
riod in the last nineteen years, In the
year 1908 the wholesale price of the
267 commodities was 3 per cent lower
than In 1909, and here again the
smallness of the margin will surprise
those whose views are indefinite or
conjectural.
Wholesale prices are not those with
which average consumers are best ac
quainted, but their study ls essential
to a true understanding of the case.
It is proponed to make the cost of living a campaign issue, but If the point
of attack is an error the ammunition
will remain untouched. A cry of
"Tear down the new tariff" has been
raised. But as the cost of living has
Engadvanced as much in free-tradland and other European countries the
Ib
Illogical.
plainly
remedy proposed
If the united States should drop to
baals the cost of living
a free-trad- e
would not be reduced unless the
ruined means of making a living pros
trated prlceB and everything else.
Prices were lowest between 1893 and
1897 and so were wages and opportunities for employment,
Unjust
manipulation of prices upward ought
the
to
reach
to be stopped, but trying
evil by a war on a tariff because protective would be a blind aot of folly,
and a national calamity In proportion to the lengths to which lt could be
pushed,

It must be remembered that the
Senate statehood bill does not provide for the payment of all the county debts. It does provide however,
for the payment of the bo called railroad bonded Indebtedness of Snnta Fe
and Grant counties validated by Congress, That will lift part of the burden from thlB coun'y, but there will
remain something like half a million
dollars of Indebtedness that should bo
promptly refunded and eteps tuken to
meet IntoreBf charges on this debt
In the future. It ls a heavy burden but
with the railroad bonded indebtedness
paid there will be no further excuse
for repudiating lt,

GONE TO SEED.
LAWMAKING
Thara hove been more than 22,000
bills, Bays the St. Paul Pioneer Press,
introduced In tne present.
nMrao imnosslble that all. or
i. i. n
even a large proportion of them, can

uoiib.

receive careful consiaerauou lmw
the members of Congress. 10 De sure,
namost of them are bills of a local
ture that concern only an Insignificant proportion of the people. Those
bills are referred to the committees
for consideration, and do not take up
the time of the House or Senate. But
deal of time and
thov rnntllrta &
oom- attention from the members as
time and attention tumi
mltiBemRn
.i,,,M ho novated to the considera
on sub
tion of matters of legislation
mo i re
jects of general importance,
sult Is delay ana aissiuiHiucuuu.
The first Congress nau iieiuin n
No doubt each one of the
300 bills.
onn n..
naroftiiiv considered, and
nearly all were of national import
ance. It would be wen it tne uuappro
gresBes of present times could the be
i. oia tho allowing made In
oinninn- nf Iha renubllc. It Is not pos
sible, of course, to measure present
acnmnllshment by the conditions of
But there
a oontnrv and a third ago.
ls no doubt that we have Deen ariuuis
Into bad ways In matters of legisla
There are too many bills ana
tion.
too mudh lawmaking In Congress,
We
r.ltv councils.
on.i
should cut down on quantity, and add
to quality.
NOW TO BUSINESS.
The final passage of the Senate
statehood bill is notice to New Mexico that it Is about to enter upon a
There must be working to
non, era
tho new
gether (henceforth to make
state one of the leaders in population,
wealth, and progress in the councile
There must be a forof the nation.
preju-,ii.oo- getting of old differences and
thoro must lie no race agita
tion, no tearing down on what another
is trying to build up ror tne gooa oi
the commonwealth. New Mexico can
people and
by 1920 have a million
more, and occupy a rank with Colora
do and Oklahoma. But it depends altogether upon the spirit with whidh
leaders and the people enter upon me
future. If It lu to be merely a self- a
seeking game among individuals,
honors
Belflsh struggle for political
material advantage, then results
must be disappointing, but If it means
new energy, increased
painuuoui,
ihen indeed New Mexico will reap
the fruition of ail the golden hopes

u

has nursed for this very
of dreams accomplished.

that it

aay

"ThlB was Blue Monday in Guthrie,
the hluest the town ever saw," said a
dispatch this week In speaking of the
capital removal to Oklahoma city.
"The action of Governor Haskell In establishing the state executive department at Oklahoma City as the permanent canltal. while exoected. came as
a crushing blow to the hopes of the
people. The enabling act located the
r.anitni at nnthrle until 1913." but
Governor Haskell's strong point Ib not
keeping faith and wlisr. is an enauiiuis
act nmnnar friends, anyway? Santa
Fe can see In this occurrence the fate
that will threaten it unless lt does
something for Itself to strengthen Its
position in New Mexico. As long as
Its people are knifing each other, as
long as they are Indifferent to its upbuilding, so long there ls danger of
capital removal and no time clause In
the enabling act will put oft the disaster for a day, for after New Mexico
is a Btate, It will regulate its own
Internal affairs, enabling ac. or no enabling act. When Santa Fe failed to
take in ltB suburbs last fall, for Instance, lt lost Irretrievably an advantage for the next tea yearsr Thus In
nther matterfl. the noonle of the town
must get together and Instead of fight
ing each other should work tor eacn
nther. fnr whnt unbuilds anv man in
the community helpB the entire city.

The editor of the New Mexican, too,
a friend ot Colonel Bill Walton at
Sliver City and will turn his face toward Mecca with Editor Bill Robinson asking that their brother editor
be snared the. bitter cup of defeat.
Says Robinson In the Register Tribune:
"I knew It was going to come soon
er or later. It ls getting so that no
man can settle down in New Mexico,
raise a family In love of the Lord, and
devote hla attention to making the
mazuma honestly, without the foul
breath ot slander being attached to
his name some .way or other. Bill
Walton has been a live wire over at
Sliver City for years and respected by
d
everybody, but some
has started a rumor that he
will be the Democratic candidate for
delegate It statehood falls to arrive
this week. I am not a praying man
as a rule, but Walton is my friend,
and thlB week will often Bee me with
my face turned toward Mecca."

1b

The Santa Fe trail meant bo much
more to New Mexico and Santa Fe
than lt did to Colorado, Kansas or
Missouri, that the apathy with which
the movement to restore lt or at least
mark lt with fitting monuments ls be
ing received In this city and Territory
In Colorado, the
Is to be regretted.
Daughters of the American Revolution are marking the trail with granite monuments; in Kansas, town and
county authorities are reconstructing
the road, and Missouri Is taking a
mighty interest In the Santa Fe trail
movement but in New Mexico, nothing Is being done, either to mark the
trail or to complete the great Scenic
Highway that was planned as long as
six years ago to form a part of it.
Director F. H. Newell of the reclamation service may have to give up
his Job to a military engineer. There
are many people In the west who
would welcome Buch a change, for no
one Imagines that a trained army officer, would tie up the waters of the
Rio Grande not needed for the Elephant Butte reservoir, or waters that
never reach the Engle dam site, because of some eastern theory that Irrigation at the head ot a stream must
necessarily affect adversely irrigation
at Its mouth. Army officers know better the vagaries of rivers like the Rio
Grande and are not apt to tie up development for years until they can
find out for themselves what all the
world knows already.
New Mexico hasn't been quite so
near to statehood at any time before
as It Is today, the anniversary of the
Battle of Bunker Hill. Here's (hoping
that the House will concur in the Senate bill today, although the latter ls
not near as liberal as the Hamilton
measure. New Mexico ls to be admitted with a smaller endowment
than was Oklahoma, but then New
Mexico has been a stepchild of Uncle
Sam's right along and is glad to get
its freedom even If lt must start out
penniless.
The Senate was very prompt In endorsing Indirectly the capital removal
from Guthrie to Oklahoma City and
that despite the fact that a few years
diago it voted for an enabling act
recting that the state capital should
not be moved until 1913. Santa Fe
had better not place too much reliance In the clause of the Senate bill
fixing the capital here until 1825, but
should arouse Itself to efforts to take
the lead In the nroceaslon ot cities ot
this commonwealth.

El Hispano Americano Is the name
or Spanish-Englis- h
an English-Spanis- h
weekly which made Its first
appearance at Belen on Saturday and
seems determined to divide the patronage of that thriving burg with Editor William M. Berger. However, If
one-hal- f
of what Brother Berger tells
about Belen'B growth and prosperity
is true, then there is plenty of room
Hlspano-Amerlcanand here
synonymous for El
to It.
of the sim- is wishing good luck

ls not
.Conservation
with conversation, In spite
ilarity of sound between the two
Thla Is a nosttion maintained
by L. W, Hill, president of the Great
Northern railway and son of Jim Hiu,
who declares that because of a little
overmuch conversation his vieWB on
conservation have been distorted.
"Mr. Plnchot In one of his cheerful,
nlavfnl moods, announced that he bad
converted me to conservation; I shall
write a denial." said Hill today, "Mr.
Pinchot has been meeting clubs, and
at
hncnime ho has heard opinions
these meetings favorable to conserva
tion he thinks the whole country
wants tt. But I have been meeting
the people, and I think I have a pretty
good idea of what they want,
"t wanted Mr. Plnchot to take a
trin out west with me and meet the
people there. I promised to convert
him from the error oi his position ana
show him the fallacy ot his doctrine.
The trip would have required not over
three weeks, and I think the effect on
been
pro
Mr. Plnchot would have
found, If not convincing.

The enmmenc.emfint. BYerciflftlt Of St,
by the
Michael's College, the fitty-flrB- t
nnv nmt.ha.alKA the lmnortance of that
venerable institution of learning to
this city. No other college in m
southwest attracts so many students
from so wide an area as does St. Michael's which has been a pioneer In the
educational line. Santa Fe should
help to make the college even more
successful bo that eventually the stu
dents may number a thousand ana
mni-onri the Vin lldlnirH and grounds
compare favorably with those of Insti
tutions like Notre name, wnue cunning the elusive industries that never
seem to locate here, the business people of thla town forget that they have
industries and institutions already
that they should help to build up and
which In the end will prove of more
material advantage and Importance
than some ot the many things for
which money is being constantly col
lected and disbursed wltnout leaving
any permanent benefit

of

Dnietlv

and

unostentatiously,

the

good Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
are doing a noble work In the Indus-

trial School for Indians, Just west ot
the city. The Influence of that school
Is much farther reaching than tne
thoughtless know. It is doing a great
work fnr tha Indians. Incidentally
the location ot the school here ls of
material advantage to the community
and Santa Fe appreciates Its proximity.
Hnotnn like Denver auu other pro- irreaaive cliles now has its own muni
It Is called "New
cipal magazine.
Boston" and glancing through, us
natron ntip itetH a convincing
view of the manifold activities which
the modern, progressive municipality
makes its own for the comfort and
Santa
safety of its people. From lt,
Fe could learn many a lesson tt might
If not a
put into effect in a modest
large way.

Times claims a popula
for the Pass City. But In
re
another month the official census
turns will take a kink or two ouv j
total
that 66,000. It's lucky, If the
nr. una.
o
But
of all
ing their population is the way
cities.
Tho.

ting nf

Till

RK

Pao
nftft

rn,. nhlln nnlnlon ls a mighty
influence
power when lt directs its
is evident from
against any great evil
I he fact
that the California authorities finally had to take steps to Btops
state Just as
prize fighting in that
ter
stopped it years ago in the
ritories by special law,
m.. a.,i. TP. raiiwAv's nav roll at
H.MO.OOO a
San Bernardino, Calif, la
mil
year. That ls tne kiuu ui
Santa Fe would have bad ior
... if the Santa Fe system
t
i
town
had done the Tight thing by the
that gave lt Its name.

ij

n.

r, .t.tohnnri hnil failed at this ses
W. H. Ansion of Congress Delegate
to bear the
had
- drewshave
would
Senthe
The Btatehood hill passed
and the RepuDU-ate. vestardav
unanimously, which 1.1...... nt iha blame
him. No that lt will pass,'
made
with
cans
often
so
assertion
the
proves
to tne tiepuoin;i
that there really was no opposition w credit must go
party and Delegate Andrews,
lt In any quarter.

BID DISPLAY

FROM NEW MEXICO
Under Way for
Exhibit for Agricultural
Products.

Plant

'jWell

SECRETARY

HENING

AT WORK

Will Reach Heart of Nation
Whence Come Land Suyer

and Homeaeekert.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 16. The
largest, most carefully selected and
moat convincing display of fruits and
agricultural products ever sent out of
New Mexico; this is the undertaking
unupon which active work has been
der way for some weeks past by the
Now Mexico bureau of immigration.
This display. In which It Is now believed every farming district In New
is
Mexico will have representation,
to be exhibited at the second annual
ExUnited States Land and Irrigation
position to be held In the Coliseum,
Chicago, the last two weeks In November next.' November last the bureau of Immigration succeeded In Interesting a few districts in the territory in a display at this exposition.
Preparation was not begun until the
products of the farm and orchards had
been picked over and marketed, and
as a result the display was not as satisfactory as could have been desired.
Yet In spite of the hurried preparation it was pronounced the most comprehensive state display In the exposition, and this among displays from
every state and territory in the Union.
The New Mexico exhibit attracted
wide attention in the newspapers and
In irrigation and development Journals
and brought to the territory a large
volume of desirable publicity and a
considerable number of homeseekers
and land buyers.
At a recent meeting of the bureau of
Immigration the members carefully
went over the results obtained from
this display and unanimously ordered
the secretary to undertake a much
dislarger and more comprehensive
next
play at the second exposition
November. Governor Mills, who hapexpened to be in Chicago, during the Imposition last November, was much
pressed with the far reaching influence
of the "Land Show," as a publicity
medium, and the governor has written
a letter to the secretary of the bureau
which emphasizes the importance of
next
thorough representation in the folexposition. The governor's letter
lows:
Executive Office.
Santa Fe, N. M June 11, 1910.
Mr. Dear Mr. Demlng:
My attention has been called to the
U. 8. Land and Irrigation Exposition
which is to be held in the Coliseum,
the
Chicago, November next. While
at this
showing made by New Mexico
exposition November last accomplished considerable In the way of publicthority, It was not as complete and
ough a representation of the territory
as should have been made, and as
work
would have been made had the
been undertaken earlier in the year.
This exposition is very Important In
that it takes exhibits of our products
and resources right to the people
In
whom it Is desirable to interest
New Mexico, and it Is hoped that the
comterritory can make a thorough,
s
exhibit at
prehensive and high-clasto
the coming exposition. No effort
am
this end should be spared and I
sure that the people of the territory
in the work
will gladly
when the Importance of the exposition
and the results to be accomplished are
placed before them.
Very sincerely yours,
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
(Signed) :

land. Irrigation Exposition Is generally
Known, is absolutely unique in exposition records. It has no amusement
features, no Bide shows, none of the
tne
ordinary attractions to gather
crowds or to draw the merely curious.
It Is nurelv nn exhibit of the land re
sources of the nation and of the prod
ucts oi ine iana, Tne piau w
first because of recognition by
the managers of the Chicago Tribune
of the great "land hunger" which Is
now exerting such a vast Influence
fn thn nrnwrtpil nenters of tlhe central
and eastern states. Held as It is In
Chicago, the Coliseum, the center oi
the nation and the heart of that great
crowded central district whence are
coming the bulk of the desirable land
bujers and homeseekers, it takes tne
i rodunts of the territory
right to the
people New Mexico Is most anxloua
to interest in her natural resources.
At tha exnnsltlon last year practlc- iiu ovorv oinin in the Union was rep
resented from Washington to Florida
and from Maine to southern alitor-niit was one of the most convinc
ing displays of the vast agricultural
resources of the united states mat
has ever been made and it resulted in
tnmlnir thn attention of many hun
dreds of investors to lands and par
ticularly to western lanas. msi year
n.nra than an nnn neonle saw this ex
position. This year, with the
advertising accompanying it, it
is confidently expected that more than
half a minimi neonle will attend. In
addition to the exhibits the only oth
er feature W a series OI lliustratea
wtnron several of which are given
each day, each exhibiting state hav
ing the privilege of presenting us
iot,in at stilted nerlods. Arrange
ments have been made for a comprehensive lecture course for New Mex
ico. In addition to this lecture course
it is the Intention of the bureau to
do extensive advertising In connection
with the display which, with the publicity naturally arising from themost
will elve this territory the
publicity campaign It has

over
rt

had.
la important that every district
in the territory which expects to par-

NEWS ITEMS
FflOM WASHINGTON
Uncle Sam's Successful Essay
Into Cement Manufac

turing Industry
COST

$2.90

PER

BARREL

. .

The Mill and Machinery to Be
Sold

at Public

Auction.
Washlngton, June 17.At the commencement of work on the Roosevelt
Aam nn the Knit, river oroloct In Art
zona, by the reclamation Bervlce, ow
Ing to the inaccessibility of the site
upon which une nam nas oeen coustructed, the reclamation service was
unsuccessful in its efforts to secure
cement for use In the construction of
the dam at a price which was not con
sidered excessive. After repeated efforts to secure satisfactory proposals
for the furnishing of the necessary
amount of cement In large quantities,
the service determined to erect a
nlant of Its own upon the ground.
This waB accordingly done, and lor
the past several years the cement
plant has been operated with very
great success.
The manufacturing of cement by
the government for ttils project continued up to the first of May, 1910,
when the plant waB closed down, sufficient cement having been manufactured to rover the needs of the serv
ice on this particular project. During
the time the mill was in operation.
337,000 barrels of cement were manu
factured at a unit cost of approxi
mately $2.90 per barrel. This figure
included the cost of construction and
maintenance of the plant and all expenditures relating to the manufacturing- of the cement. The best price
the government had been able to obtain for cement from outside sources
was $4.89 per barrel, delivered at the
-

corresponding periods of last year and
thus a return to at least the normal
conditions of commercial activity, the
record being in many cases higher
than over before.
trade.
as is well
International
known, fell off in the period following
the financial depression of 1907-8- , and
a" a consequence the import and ex
port figures ot nearly all countries
were Bmaller in 1908 than in the Immediately preceding year. The In
crease shown by the figures of the cur
rent year Is therefore, In most caseB,
more distinctly a financial depression
In many cases, however,
of 1907-8- .
the figures of the current year are ma
torlnllv tar&ar than ever before and lt
.
mrobble that the totftl ot mtarna
tlonal trade in the calendar year 1910
wl" surpass that of any former year.
That the upward trend In the trade
mnvnmnnt Is more distinctly a recov- from tne QeprOBalon following the
financial troubles of 1907-- Is apparent
from an examination or ine ngures oi
e
The &
of tho u,ted
-nflrtatlons
hg end.
n. the
vear
,
mlll,n
amount
niruinat 14X 3 million in the corre
sponding ten months one year ago and
170.3 million two years ago. un tne
imiuiri uiiin tho monthlv average of the
current year is 266.6 million, against
243.2 million one year ago, 26 minion
two yearB ago, and 260.6 million three

'""'".

years

,m.tnn,,.

ago.

Prom Germany the monthly average
of exports during the four months for
which figures are available were, In
the current year, 140 million dollars,
against 120 million in the corresponding period two years ago. Germany's
In
imports showed a monthly average
the four months of the current year ot
icoi million dollars, auainst 162 mil
lion for the corresponding period one
year ago and 168.3 million two years
ago.
In the case ot France, the export
curfigures for three months of the
rent year averaged 90 million dollars
per month, against 84 million per
month one year ago, and 80.6 million
two years ago. For the same period
tho Imnorts into France averaged
101.7 million dollars per month in the
current year, against 98.8 million
one year ago and 103.8 million two

ticipate in this exhibit, should begin
ito nrannrntinn at once. Details are
hainir fitmislhed almost daily as to the
exposition and preparation In the New
Mexico display, and prompt attention dam.
will be given to all inquiries addressIn erectlne Its own mill and manu years ago.
Aled to the Bureau of Immigration,
ItB own cement at the place
Belgium shows a marked increase
facturing
M.
N.
exbuquerque,
where it was to be used, the govern In both imports and exports. The
was able to realize a handsome ports during four months of the curment
dolALBUQUERQUE FAIR WILL
benefiting the land rent year averaged 43.3 million
BE BIG ENTERPRISE. saving, thereby
owners within the limits of the pro-ipf- lars per month, against 38.7 million
In so far as the cost of conBl ruc per
month for the corresponding
8hows to Be tion Is, under the terms of the recla period one year ago and 37.5 million
Poultry and Kennel
second Annual
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mation act, to be repaid to the govern- for the corresponding period two years
Southwestern Marathon,
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In Iron ore, ln copper ore, In wood
pulp and pulp wood, in tobacco, and
ln chemicals used in manufacturing,

the quantity

Imported

In

the

ten

monthB of the current fiscal year for
wihlch figures are at hand is so far in
excess of that for the corresponding

months ot earlier years that It is safe
to assert that the quantity as well as
the value of manufacturers' materials
imported In. the current fiscal year
will exceed by far that of any earlier
tne
year. Comparing lain witn
former "banner year" It is found that
practically all of the Important ar
ticles tor use ln manufacturing show
larger quantities ln the ten months of
the current fiscal year for which fig
urea are now available than In the
corresponding months of the fiscal
year 1907, which Justifies the assertion that 1910 will become the "banner year" In the Importation of manufacturers' materials, and presumably
In the production of domestic manufactures,
Hides and skins Imported In the
ten months ending with April, 1910,
show a total of 520 million pounds,
against 297 million In 1907, the for
mer high record year In the Importation of manufacturers' materials, and
million
an aggregate value of 961-dollars, against 66 4 million ln the
1907.
India
months
of
corresponding
rubber Imports for the ten months
show a total ot 90 million pounds,
against 65 million ln the corresponding period of 1907; raw silk, 171-million pounds, against 15 million in
the like period of 1907; tin, 861-- 2
million
million pounds, against 821-in the corresponding period of 1907;
million pounds, against
tobacco, 38
32
million In 1907; lumber 862
million in
million feet against
the corresponding months of 1907;
wood pulp, 713 million pounds, against
391
million ln the like period of
1907; pulp wood, 788 thousand cords,
against 503 thousand In the corresponding months of 1907; copper ore,
mil
70 million pounds, "against 44
lion in the corresponding months of
202 million
1907; and pig copper,
pounds, against 165 million In the like
1907.
of
In fibers and cotton
period
the figures of the first ten months of
the fiscal year 1910 are slightly below
miltlhone ot 1907; cotton being 79
lion pounds, against 87 million ln the
same months of 1907; and fibers 265
thousand tons, against 271 thousand
In the corresponding months of that
year.
All the above statements relate to
quantities, the purpose ot discussing
quantities only ln this connection being to indicate more distinctly the
actual gain ln Importation, since fluc
tuations in prices during the period
under consideration would render the
figures of values less Instructive as
to the actual gain of 1910 over 1907.
In all cases except those of cotton and
fibers the quantities Imported In the
ten elapsed months ot the fiscal year
1910 exceed materially those of the
corresponding period in 1907, the Increase ranging from 10 per cent upward to more than 100 per cent.
In
While estimates ot the actual
crease in the Importation of the principal articles can be more accurately
had by comparing quantities ln 1910
with the quantities in 1907, the gener
al estimate of Increase In all imports
can only be had by utilization of the
,
rniotinir to values, since tne
number of article used in manuiox- turlng is so great that a comparison
of the quantities one by one with
those for earlier years Is not practicable; and, if so made, would not sup
ply the data for a measurement, oi
the general Increase In manufacturers'
materials as a wfoole. Measuring tne
entire group "Manufacturers' materi
als" In dollars, the bureau of statistics' figures show for the ton months
ending with April 1910, 782 million
dollars' worth of manufacturers' materials Imported, against 629 million
dollars' worth imported in the corresponding months of 1907, heretofore
the "banner year" of Industrial acmanufactivity and of importation of
turers' materials, the increase ln 1910
over 1907 being thus about 16 per cent
and indicating that the manufacturers'
materials imported In the fiscal year
ending with this month will exceed
both In quantity and value those of
in
any preceding year, and aggregate
value nearly 900 minion oonara.
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FROM TRIP
AROUND THE WORLD.

and
Was Only Fifteen Minutes Late
the Delay Occurred on Lamy

Branch.
After two and a half years' absence
... .... Dhiiinninoa Tnhn O. Miller, son
ill me t
home yes
of David L. Miller, returned
nun nis -- m
terday, bringing with
ratner
and baby girl, the last named
ill. Mr. Miller and wue enc.u.cu
globe, having gone to the rnmppine.
i, ..aw n San Francisco and roturuea
canal and New
by way of the Suez
York
They arrived oniy iiuru.i
schedule
utes late according to their
course,
and those fifteen minutes, ot
Mr,
tho Tjimv branch.
WX'ltJ
WBl w
Miller was assistant superintendent
.,t,.n,i of manual training
while
schools In the Philippines and
-mrir he savs that he
.,j i,i
to last
has had euough of the Islands
Tne nome hip
him his life time.
... ..looannr and In Europe stop- offs were made at Genoa, Gibraltar,
were en- Southhampton. No storms
......tnnail tin m two days out of New
York when the Kaiser Wllhelm der
Grosse was tossed about by tne waves,
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COMBEINT
at Loietto Aca
demy Was Crowded by
Appreciative Audience

Auditorium

FINE PROGRAM WAS RENDERED

Diploma Presented Graduate
and Medal Awarded to Proficient Pupil.
Dressed all ln

white,

emblematic

of purity, girlhood. In all its Innocence
and sweetness, held full sway at the

annual commencement exercises of
Loretto Academy last evening.
A crowded house greeted the sweet
girl graduates, the Most Rev. Archbishop Bitaval, Very Rev. A. Fourche- gu, and Rev. Father Pugens occupying seats of honor directly ln front ot
the stage.
.
The commencement exercises this
year were conceded by all to be the
most successful ln the history of the
academy.
The remarkable musical and elo
cutional ability shown was a credit
to the Sisters ot Loretto, to the people of Santa Fe as well as to the pupils themselves.
On the stage, as the curtain went
up the first time, were about one hun
dred and twenty girls who sang, as an
opening chorus, Voices of the Night,"
their sweet voices blending perfectly,
not a single false voice being discern-able- ,
a remarkable thing in a chorus
of so many.
The many piano selections by the
various soloists, duets, quartets and
of
sextets
showed a perfectness
timbre and technique unusual in such
youthful students and it reflected
the greatest credit upon the Sisters
who have charge of the musical
studies.
"Mocking Bird," played on four dif
ferent pianos, with a quartet at the
first and second pianos, and trios at
the others, excited prolonged applause
and was well worthy of it. The melody was perfectly carried with different variations at each piano, showing
the excellent training which the young
ladles had undergone.
The "Ave Marls Stella" by the vocal
class was one of the most, if not the
most beautiful number on the pro
gram, the voices blending perfectly ln
the beautiful hymn; the applause
which followed Bhowed how keenly
the audience appreciated it.
The vocal solo, "I Dreamt, by Miss
M. McOlnnlss also excited much ad
miration. Miss McGinnlsB, who has
a pure, sweet soprano voice, showed
remarkable talent ln one so young,
she being but sixteen years of age. As
an accompanist, a soloist and as a
vocalist, MisB McGinnls showed great
talent in her several parts throughout
the exercises.
The violin solo by Miss K. McGlnnlss, was a display of great talent, her
nt.Hnn .nwlnr. Hid trrantaet Aanth
of timbre as well as pefiectutaii'ui
technique.
Robin Hood, by the violin class, and
the various violin pieces were exceedingly fine and thoroughly enjoyed by
great
the audience. All showed
ability.
The recitation by Misses Juanlta
Sena and K. McGlnniss were excellent as both young ladies are gifted
with fine delivery.
The various drills, the flag drill, the
tambourine drill and the Indian Huntress Drill were perfectly carried out,
without a mistake to mar their beauty.
All were deserving of mention, but the
Indian Huntress Drill created much
amusement as well as applause as the
participants were dressed ln native
fashion and "looked the part" to perfection.
Every number of the program was
enthusiastically received and all were
so good that space will not permit the
proper praise.
Diplomas were awarded to the
eighth grade pupils, and for proficiency ln writing, as follows:
Grades-Awar- ded
Diplomas in Grammar
to Misses Amalla Sena, Bessie White, Rosemary Bennett, Frances
Anaya and Margaret Needham.
Merit
American Penman Award
ed by Misses Mary McEnlry, Lena
Lulu
Marks,
Lorenzo, Elizabeth
Knight, Juanlta Sena, Mary Needham,
KatJierrine McGinninss, Amalla Sena.
Palmer Method Certificates Merit
ed by Misses Gladys Way, Margaret
Anaya, Bessie
Needham, Frances
White, Rosle Alarld, Margaret
Georgia Esqulbel.
As Very Rev. Father Fourchegu
read out the names, the young ladles
to receive diplomas, passed down the
front ot the stage, roverenntly saluted the Most Reverend Archbishop, and
received the diploma and words of
congratulation from him.
Tho various gold medals won by the
young ladies, a list of which roiiow,
were also given ln tho same manner,
the archbishop placing them about the
neck of the fortunate winners.
were
exercises
The evening's
brought to a successful close by a few
words from Vicar Genora! A. Fourche
the
gu, who, addressing himself to
Archbishop, the Sisters of Loretto, the

MOTHER'S

class, and the audience ln turn, expressed to and tor each sincere
thanks. He gave, In few words,
glowing tribute to the work of the Sisters of Loretto in Santa Fe; to the
credit their Institution was to the terrl.
tory; to the Christian education which
the young ladles had received, and to
the advantages which they received
from the good Sisters. Ho spoke also
to the parents, telling them how proud
and grateful they should feel not only
for the talent displayed by their
daugters, but also for the untiring efforts of the Sisters.
He said, that as the spiritual director of these young ladles, he could
testify as to their purity, their Inno
cence and their loving qualities.
In closing his remarks, he begged
the young ladles who would not return
again, to send some one to fill the
place of each, and those who were returning, to bring some one additional
with them.
The following Is a list of medals
awarded:
Gold medal for general excellence
merited by Miss Lena Lorenzo.
Gold medal for Improvement on the
violin, merited by Miss Katherlne McGinnls.
Gold medal for musio merited by
Miss Margaret McGinnls.
Gold cross for attendance, merited
by Miss Lulu Knight
Gold medal for highest average In
ninth grade merited by MIsb Eliza
beth Marks.
Gold medal for highest average In
tenth grade, merited by Ml&s Mary
Beatrice McEnlry.
Gold medal for Christian Doctrine,
eighth, ninth, and tenth grades: merited by Misses B. McEnlry, L. Loran- zo, L. Knight, J. Sena, K. McGinnls,
M.' McGinnls, It. Bennett, A. Sena, R.
Alarld, F. Anaya. Awarded by lot to
Miss Frances Anaya.
Gold medal for Christian Doctrine,
fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh grades:
Merited by Misses A. Strong, S. Far-rel- l,
F. Valdez, G. Esqulbel, B. Anaya,
E. Strong, H. Gurule, U Gorman, P.
Borrego, L, Knight, J. Chavez, M.
Bou-ve- t,
Murphy, M. Alarld, L. Sena J.
L. Martinez, R. Salazar, T. Castillo, R. Salazar. Awarded by lot to
Miss Lorenclta Martinez.
Gold medal for ladylike deportment,
merited by Misses B. White, E. Burton. H. Gurule, L. Espinosa, J. Bouvet.
Awarded by lot to Miss Edna Bruton.
Gold medal for music, merited by
Misses B. McEnlry, E. Marks, R. Bennett, M. Murphy, F. Anaya L. LorenNeedlham.
M.
zo, Mary Needham,
Awarded by lot to Miss Margaret
Needham.
Gold medal for elocution, merited
by Misses B. McEnlry, U Lorenzo, E.
Bruton, E. Marks, G. Way, M. Needham, K. McGinnls, L. Knight, J. Sena,
F.
B. White, A. Sena, R. Bennett
Anaya, R. Alarld. Awarded by lot
to Miss Juanlta Sena.
Gold medal for highest average in
eighth grade, merited by Misses A.
Sena and Bessie White. Awarded by
lot to Miss Amalla Sena,
Gold medal for application, merited
by Misses B. McEnlry, L. Lorenzo, L.
Knight, J. Sena, E. Marks, Mary
Needham, K. McKlnnts, E. Bruton, A.
Sena, F. Anaya, B. White R. Alarld,
F. Valdez, S. Farrel, A. Dickinson, G.
Esqulbel. B. Anaya, D. Bruton, D.
aves7'-&fS- dor man" f.
olnosa, J. Bouvet F. Bruton, T. Cas tillo, E. Kitchen, A. Kitchen, B. Mlrabal, M. Murphy, M. Alarld, i Martinez. Awarded by lot to Miss Josephine Bouvet.
Premium for music, merited by
Misses B. Mlrabal, E. Kitchen, A.
Kitdhen, S. Farrell, T. Castillo, A.
Lucero, C. Martinez. Awarded by loc
to Miss Stella Farrell.
Premium for highest average In sev
enth grade, merited by Miss Deana
Bruton.
average in
Premium for highest
H.
sixth grade, merited by Misses
Gurule, and E. Strong. Awarded by
lot to Mis Helen Gurule.
Premium for highest average in
fifth grade, merited by Miss Eva Kitchen.
Premium for highest average ln
fourth grade, merited by Miss Annie
Kitchen.
Premium for general improvement,
merited by MIsb Catherine McEnlry.
rremium for art, merited by Miss
Rosemary Bennett.
Mr. B. F. Kelley, Springfield, 111.,
"A year ago I began to be
writes:
troubled with my kidneys and bladder,
which grew worse ontil I became
I suffered
at mv Knndltlnn.
also with dull heavy headaches and
the action of my bladder was annoy--i
i gainful T read of Foley Kid
ney Pills and after taking them a few
weeks the headacnes leit me, iu
action ot my bladder was again
normal, and I was free ot all distress.
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
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CONFERENCE TO
TACKLE CONGO MUDDLE.

MISSIONARY

Edinburgh, Scotland, June 20. Th
missionary conference consid
ered today, with oilier matters, those
governmental, diplomatic and civil
questions, which affect missions. The
subject was introduced through preparing a report on "Relation ot Mis r
Lord uai-fousions to Governments."
of Burleigh la chairman of the
commission, and Seth Low of New
York, vice chairman, 'line commission
appealed to the conference to make a
decided pronouncement in the Belgian Congo case. -
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No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
Mother's
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if
for the muscles, tendons and glands
Friend is used as a massage
.
. nnvat-1nrhnn.U.hflll lini- x
of the hoay. jaowst imuu j.
renders pliant those
ment which strengthen the ligaments,, lubricates and
of the tauta .by keep
muscles on which th. strain is greatest, prevents caking
the ducts open, and relieves nausea, Backache,
0
tf regular use will prepare every portion of the system for tta .
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain
for our free boo, wmtn
Mother's Triend is sold at drug stores. Write
comes.
nwthers,
contain, valuable taformation for expectant
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An old timer In the Las Vegaa Op- - gift, but If one possesses It study and
ing center to a (ar greater extent than
In today'a New MexiThere Is ad Important task that tic, reads the capital of New Mexico employment of it Is a duty.
guments for a partisan constitutional at present, Mineral resources will be toric Santa Fe"
New Mexico has thus fur neglected to tlhe following lesson which Is not from
"The nurse must keep In mind con- convention are
some parti
ln Routt county and other can. The knowledge imparted should
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strong
exploited
a certain extent. That Is training a new text 'but being glvon by an stantly that her profession shows her
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direction.
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occasional
sorbed by visitors and even local resiW MEXICAN PRINTING COW occupation that will give them steady how their petty, dirty little squabbles kindliness of speech. She has learn- without
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PANY.
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employment.
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offers
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a
this
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and
to
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do
much
for Instance, have a thousand
men, seem never to cease, look to an.
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both
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and
that
that
en
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and
loyalty
party
and old, who have no steady prejudiced outsider:
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
spirit.
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the party organization for "For which reasons one risks noth of moss with yearB, It 1b fortunate
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Editor and President.
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campaign
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poverty old trail none exceed in Interest
FRANK P. 6TURGES,
practice conveniences and There Is also a point to the argument of Colorado Its Increase In arable ing given its intensely interesting hisand sometimes worse. In other words, western terminus Sunta Fe where private
Vlos-- P resident
mho has known In the hosmethods
rethat It is well to have the Republican area and products and population
tory as well as Its
New Mexico needs manual training Is still standing the Old Fonda, the
not always be possible. She party responsible for the drafting of will be far greater during the next mains by so eminentarchaeological
an authority as
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schools;
reasonable and
It Doctor
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the
ten
yet
past.
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It
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Mtared u 6eoon Class Matter M from the state that it is dishonor slain by Colonel Rynerson. This old necessity. Employment Is nursing
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Irregular.
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hundreds of acres of matured crops
Uncompuhgre valley,
cal leaders at Washington that failure quite
among the native born this year listened to what may
be publican success this fall at the polls. to take the first Instance that occurs, tion will be so keen that, the local that can't be harvested on account of
to paB the statehood bill would be an ty. especially
not
market
will
who
vote
will
suffice
henceforth
for
new
mar
and
called a medical baccalaureate. It was It not only redeemed a party pledge can go into the middle states and
the floods. A letter from the Lone
act of political falthlessneBB; Hon. people
kets must be sought,
the party that gave them statehood delivered by a wise old physician, who by finally passing the statehood bill competitive prizes In most of win
Star state says, 'I never saw so much
the
Tbomas B. Catron whose personal ana
meir principal both in his private practice and as today, but also, without dissent pass- fruits, vegetables and cereals
gives protection
people
sickness and as many hard-ufor
friendship with Senator Klkins help Industries.
nead or the surgical department
act. whldh that region Is famous.
of ing the administration
railroad
In the fifteen years from 1895 to aa I have seen here. Tell the people
ed mightily ln the cause, and many
tne hospital has been distinguished which guarantees a square deal to
while
theBe
"Yet,
ln New around Grady to stay with
thlngB are true, 1909, Inclusive there were
others who spent time, means and
The Las Vegas Optic has Joined for his skill, sincerity, cultivation and
shipper and railroads alike and also while Colorado has already manifest- Mexico, according to Jo E. Sheridan,
even though they have to live
energy so that the people of this great the New Mexican ln an energetic moral force. The things he said are takes care
the ultimate consumer ed a fertility
of
that
easterners
mine
territorial
will
inspector, a total of on bread and water.' "
commonwealth might have the rights campaign for greater local interest applicable to a wider audience,
who always pays the freight ln the scarce credit, the experimental stage 223 fatal accidents. The law does not
of citizenship.
ln the Santa Fe Trail and the com- - "The necessity of preserving family end.
in agriculture haB scarce been passed. require the
acreporting of non-futThe press will
Why not cut out fireworks ln this
put In no claims pletlon of the Scenic Highway across secrets and any other knowledge that
The great development of the beet cidents. During the fifteen
world at least? Noise, stink and exalthough it has kept the embers of the Pecos foret. The present out- - comes in the course of work was
It seems rather odd, does It not, sugar Industry Is a matter of a dozen there have been only four, 1895. years
1899, plosions do not symbolize love of counstatehood alive when every one else side Interest In the Trail might be placed first in importance.
Gossip that tlhe little town of Carrlzozo ln years. The movement to dry farming 1901 and 1907, ln which there were try, education, kind thoughts or good
wanted to let them die; which haB ex- made a great asset for both towns.
has no place in the nurse's life; and Lincoln county, with 'less than a has taken
ln
even
less time. any deaths charged to explosions of looks. Cut out the fireworks!
place
Your
.
in order that temptation to It may be thousand
plained and expostulated until the
people, should have a larger The amount of land under Irrigation gas or dust. The total number
of boys and girls need all the eyes and
The claim of Mexico to the El Cha-- 1 lessened, the nurse should read wlde-nils- taxable assessment than the
country from one end to the other
is Increasing faster than would have deaths from this cause was 43, and
Capital
Is
fingers God gave them. Tetanus
strip in El Paso, estimated to be ly and well, bo that she may have City of New Mexico, in which wealth been credited at the time the lost 24 of these
Tang with the claims of the territories
occurred In 1895, so that Incurable.
The children are not to
for the square deal. It Is Its business worth from a mlllon to five million Bomethlng to talk about,
has been accumulating for three hun- census was taken. Everything
points ln fourteen years only 19 deaths have blame In the matter It Is you parto voice the demands of the people, dollars Is to be arbitrated. Here's
"A knowledge of simple games Is dred years?
to ah era of development of which we been caused by explosions. Falls of ents who fall to
gently and kindly exand that it has done so Insistently In hoping that the award Mexico will get useful and worth cultivating, In orhave but seen a hint.
roof and coal killed 108. In 1909 plain the matter to them, and prothis instance, Is merely saying that It is not to be paid with the remaining der to help entertain the convales-Put New Mexico down In the Taft
With the added farming area to there were 13 fatal accidents, a de- - vide them Bane and sensible methods
cent. So, too. Is the ability to ar- - column ln 1912,
waters of the Rio Grande. .
was not lacking ln Hb duty.
be reclaimed will come also an im crease of 10 as compared with 1908, of recreation.
Elbert Hubbard,
MAKE
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Palace has undergone tlhe vicissitudes ' RUNAWAY BOY LANDS ON
ure to introduce to you the Hon. after without this saloon trouble, this
ot nearly tbree centuries, would have
A NEW MEXICO RANCH
Judge Morrison wlho will deliver the .awful drink evil,
GREATER THAN
been seen a cluster of ruined walla
j
commencement addreaB."
Concluding the Judge paid a tribute
and rounded mounds, the remains of Louis Blank of Louisiana, Fourteen
This announcement was followed to the fair sex, saying that after all
an earlier town, over which some of
Yean Old, Is Taken In By J. W.
by cheers as it la well known that 'good and gallant men will admit uhat
the earliest housea of Santa Fe were
ENGLISH DUKE Judge
Lease at Wabon Mound.
Morrison has two Bona, alumni there is only one finer and nobler
doubtless built,
of St. Michael's and the Judge has creation than the American boy and
"Such is our conception of 'Pre-hl(New Orleans Times Democrat.)
been a warm friend of the institution that Is the American girl. This sally
torlc Santa Fe' and
it there Is
Whether to return a fourteen year
since 1881 when he came to Santa Fe was received with shouts of applause Work on Reservoir No. 3 Is
Some Light on a Question abundant documentaryfor and
archae old runaway boy to his stepfather, Is American Boy,' Declares
and waving of handkerchiefs and hats,
Judge Speaks,
ological evidence. In this form It who Is poor, and with whom the boy
of Intense Local
A. L, Morrison at
Judge
Judee Morrison arose and at once 'which kept up until the college or- - Progressing Favorably and
will be presented by Mr. Lotave In
to
or
miserable
lead
a
existence,
may
launched Into a speech delivered with ehestra was well into the Willow
Interest
the first of a cycle of paintings now allow the lad to remain with a prosWith Expedition
Commencement
his characteristic vigor and ringing Grove March, which was Che final
being executed for the hlstorio corri perous farmer In New Mexico, who
with patriotic
Bentlments toward nunrner on me program
dor in the Archaeological Museum in likes tlhe
boy and who will give hlai
LESSON
OF THE
SKELETON the Old Palace representing the prin- the proper care and education which ARCHBISHOP PITAVAL PRESIDES church and state.
HUNDRED INURE EMPLOYED
He said In substance:
ATHLETES SHOW 8KILL
Is
cipal epochs of the civilization of this his natural brightness demands,
AT ST. MICHAEL'S.
"Moat Reverend Ardhbishop,
place.
a proposition which now faces those
Fatharaj Venerable Brothers,
Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, An "It is of the greatest importance who have been trying to find the And Pins Medal on St. Michael's
Twelve Thousand Cubic Yards
Forty-Eightladles
and
and
Students
genAnnual Field Day Wat
that all archaeological remains uncov boy's father.
College
of Masonry to Bar Path of
Audience
Vast
As
Boyi
Authority, Tells
tlemen:
Grand
Prize
winners
Success
ered in works of building and ditching
About eight months ago Louis
Stream.
About It.
nd Donors.
In and about Santa Fe be carefully
Applauds.
'The history of the Spanish people!
Blank a fourteen year old youngster,
In these mountains lias never
been
annual field day at
The forty-eightpreserved. This is especially so of lived with his mother, stepfather, sis
for no other evidence ter and brother at 2706 Howard street.
To dam the Arroyo
The skeleton found In making the skeletons
"The American boy Is greater and written. It cannot be written. Oh St. Michael s College, took place Sat
Hondo, five
urn if these mountains could speak, urday afternoon of last week before
throws so much light on the problems HIb stepfather's name was Joe Bar- more to be envied than an
miles south of Santa Fe, upon first
excavation for Sylvanus
Morley'B
English
of this ren and at that time was a skirt manof the earliuBt Inhabitants
what would they not Bay of the ter-- a very large and enthusiastic gather
does not seem a great underbecause the American boy has rors faced
house on La Garita hill, mentioned in
region, the ancestry of the Pueblo In- ufacturer, with offices In the Malson duke,
by that heroic band of ex- - Ing of the friends of the old time in- - thought
tlhe privilege when he reaches the age
last evening's New Mexican, was turn- dians and kindred questions. It is Blanche
who braved both hostile In- - stltutlon.
was made for taking. But a visit to the dam con
The
weather
to
plorers
went
The
building.
boy
and the dlan and ferocious beast to live In the
of 21, of electing bis
ed over to the Museum of American hoped that all such remalnB will be
occasion. The managers of the struction camp of the Santa Fe Irri
the Judah P. Benjamin school; he
Congress that makes the laws, where tfhis region. What would they not say siwrts are tc be
Archaeology, and Director Edgar L. placed in the museum where they can was
liked to play, and was as
will soon dispel that
congratulated for the
bright,
an
examination
to
Hewett after making
the English duke has
accept as of that wonderful heroism displayed, very pleasant afternoon afforded to gation Company
be scientifically studied
their fond of reading.
and
Idea and at the same time prove an
his sovereign some one who has fall- that
of the specimen has made the follow- value made known. Otherwise, they
- the
unbendthat
of
the
school
as
of
well
as
purpose,
tenacity
patrons
visit.
The father did not succeed In busi
instructive
and interesting
ing statement concerning it:
are utterly lost. The museum and ness and was forced to give It up. He en heir to the crown,"
Ing will to accomplish the great work the many sport-lovincitizens of San- one hundred men or more, unThis wob the declaration, made they planned or die in the attempt, ta Fe who attended. While no rec-- There,
"The skeleton is that of an Indian what it contains belongs to all the had no more
new
make
a
der
Chief
direction
the
of
money to
Engineer
woman, probably under twenty years people.
It exists solely for their bene start and obtained a position as a midst prolonged cheering, by the Hon. (ApplaUBe). How they existed, God ordB were smashed or even broken E. E. Meyer of Chicago, are ereotlng
of age at death. The cranium and fit and if all join in its upbuilding It conductor on the street cars. He was Judge A. L. Morrison in his address only knows.
some of 'the young athletes proved twelve thousand cubic yard of rubble
last ntgfht In Loretto auditorium where
some of the long hones were recov- can become a great Institution for
to obstruct the flow of the
"We do know, however, my friends, beyond doubt that they had the goods masom-from St. Louis; the family the
t
annual commencement
ered. The stature was low, not to public education. When remains are originally
waa of Jewish extraction. It is said exercises of St. Michael's
that those people remained faithful to with them, and with a little more little stream that trickles down from
College
exceed five feet, and the muscular
museum
is
of
the
the
rank
best
will
if
notified,
found,
among
Uod in all kinds of tribulation.
the mountains but which after a cloudIt Is practice
the boy's mother was the daughter ol
velopment rather small. The teetlh member of Its staff will go at once a prominent Jewish rabbi in the north were held, In the presence of a large easy to say today that those people the country.
burst becomes a roaring torrent It
and
His
audience
over
presided
by
were in good condition, the full num- to assist in recovering them and pre and it was from her
The program of events was as foV Is to conserve these flood ttowa that
were Ignorant. How could they be
lad Inherited
the
val.
Pita
Grace, Archbishop.
ber being present, the wisdom teeth paring them for removal. Valuable his fondness for books. The
the dam Is being built. Three dams
There were no sdhools lows:
Btep- The exercises began at 8 o'clock otherwise.
having the appearance of having been specimens are often damaged beyond father could barely Bupport his famihere' to teach their children and to Fifty yard dash Juniors. Won by are planned and the sites for them sea
the
orchestra
when
college
played
out.
Is
skull
The
recently
greatly recovery by careless or unskillful ly, and the boy ran away from borne,
seek an education they had to go by D. Stephenson, second C. BreBsler, lected, but the one under construction
stirring march and those who arrived muleback to St. Louis
flattened at the back on the right handling, and, moreover, in every as he had done
Is the one nearest the hills and the
once before. Ben-en- ,
fighting their '"Ird F. Arce.
a minute or two late found the large
side. This artificial deformation of case there are certain observations the
Second event 100 yard dash
atsmallest of the project which Chicago
made a
auditorium packed with the friends way past hostile bands of Indians and tors. Won
the skull was characteristic of all the that should be made on the ground temptstepfather,
A.
F.
second
Urrutia,
of savage beasts.
by
to find the boy, but with no of
capital and enterprise are erecting in
the youths who were to receive the
ancient tribes of the Rio Grande val wlhlle the specimen is Ui place, by one success. The family
he front yard of this city. This dam
In
Savage, third L. Schutz.
American Flan Comes.
hard honors
got
for
striven
had
they
during
Third event High Jump Seniors.
ley. It was doubtless caused by the who is accustomed to such work. In straits and were forced to move. They
be 92 feet high and Is so massive
the course of time God sent the
"In
ended.
the
Just
collegiate year
binding of the bead upon the cradle the study of ancient life, nothing is moved to 2606 Erato street, and then
American flag to New Mexico. It was Won by J. Clark, second A. Urrutia, that the (historic Old Santa Fe Trail
were
the
seated
the
Near
.stage
In
board
Infancy. It is a typical
more instructive than the phenomena the father lost his Job with the railwill cross it at Its narrowest point in
the first government the Spanish peo- - 'hlrd L. Schutz.
skull the long narrow connected with burial. In the position road and went back to St. Louis, send- Archbishop, with the vicar general, pie ever had that
Fourth event Broad Jump Jun- a fifteen foot roadway. Masses of
paid any attention
Antonio
Rev.
the
Very
Fourdhegu,
be
Interest
of
This
is
In
the
especial
type.
which the body was placed,
ing for his wife and children several Father Boost Father BesBet, Father to the Spanish settlers here. It has lors. Won by D. Stephenson, second granite and tons of concrete are be
cause of the fact that the Pueblo In- method of wrapping, the disposition weeks
been said, and I think truly, that the L. Samaniego, third W. Hill,
later. All further trace of himing welded into solid masonry that
Pugens and Father Derasches, at his
dians of the present day are predom of objects about the dead the people self and
Fifth event Shot put Seniors. Won extends far below the creek bed to
here under the Spanish rule
lost.
been
have
family
anil
the
Brother James,
presi- people
right,
A.
P.
second
third
inantly brachycephalic short, broad- - gave expression to their thoughts conthe granite foundation to which the
tlhe
Urrutia,
were robbed, under the Mexican gov by
FraBk,
In the meantime Louis Blank,
the college and other persons
headed, there being from fifteen to cenring those questions which have runaway boy, made his way to New dent of
dam is also anchored on both sides.
esnment they were neglected and only J- Sanchez.
his
left.
at
distinction
of
e
twenty-fivper cent of the other type been through all the ages, as they are Mexico, and led a precarious
event mv yarn aasn jun- Construction on Dam No. 2, about
existThe program was carried out as ar- under the stars and stripes did they lors. Won
among them. It was upon this char- today the ones most compelling and ence. He met J. W. Lease, a pro
by M. Gomez, second L. half a mile below, is to be begun as
get Justice and attention.
(Cheers.)
were
There
three
orations,
to
ranged.
deterwe
were
able
acteristic that
most baffling to the human mind. If perous farmer living
soon as Dam No. 3 Is completed. This
near Wagon the first by
"If the Spanish government that ttumaniego, tnird W. Hill,
Nestor
Montoya,
Jr.,
mine that the ancient cliff dwellers viewed in this light a skeleton or a Mound, N. M., and
Seventh event 220 yard dash-g- ave nam will be entirely of steel and conruled this country was - Catholic it
representing him
and mesa dwellers of the Pajarito mummy ceases to be simply an object self as an orphan, was taken In and whose subject waB "Tlhe Era of Good F.
of
Savage second crete. Thus far two thousand cubic
very little evidence
its Seniors. Won by
the second by Manual Luplateau west of the Rio Grande were of morbid curiosity and becomes one given a home by Mr, Lease, who grew Feeling,"
and I do not hesitate to C. Anaya, third A. Urrutia.
yards of the twelve thousand of Dam
Catholicity
on
who
Government
"The
Jan,
spoke
e
sot Identical with the Pueblo Indians, of serious, thoughtful interest."
No. 3, are In place and give an Idea
Eighth event Broad jump
fond of the lad and liked him. Louis Control of Public Utilities," and the say so. (Applause.) There may be
the former having been a perfectly
second F. of the site, beauty and solidity of the
confessed to Mr. Lease that he tliirrt hv J. Feline Huhhell. Jr.. whose
question as to the Justice of the lors. Won by P. Frank
finally
C. Anaya.
dam whlrth appears as Immovable as
pure stock, one hundred per cent
was a runaway and said he was will- - oration wag on "Tne centenary
SOUTHERN PACIFIC FREIGHT
of war with Spain but as for the war Savage, third
while the Pueblos are a
Ninth event Pole vault Seniors, the granite hills to which it Is anIN DITCH NEAR DEMINQ. Ing to go back to his father, but he BaImeB,
merit- - with Mexico, good came out of evil
An
the
of
speakers
mixed stock but predominantly
.Won by P. Frank, second J. Clark, chored. The work is being done at
feared the latter would not forgive ed praise for their clear enunciation, and we are here to benefit by It.
The skeleton found unthe rate of a hundred cubic yards a
intra u. sanuis.
Statehood.
Left Track No One him. He would not give his name graceful delivery and for the ideaj
Car
Fifteen
ex
house
conforms
Mr.
der
Tenth event Broad Jump Juniors. day. The rock for it is taken from a
Morley's
"And now, my friends, after a Strugand threatened If any attempt was they expressed.
Was Injured Personal Notes
In
that
have
others
with
Becond
A.
S.
SteWon
type
by
actly
Bourguet,
quarry right at tne dam site and the
made to hold Jilm for his father that
From the Windmill City.
The oratorical selections were in- gle of sixty years, we people of New
been found In making excavations
cement and sand to form the concrete
he would run away again. Mr. Lease terspersed with music by the college Mexlco have arrived at the threshold pnenBon, tuira v. uriego.
about the Old Palace. This fact
are ground and mixed on the spot, the
Eleventh event 75 yard dash
of statehood. (Cheers and Bhouts of
was
each
A. J. questioned the boy and found he
choir
or
and
number
20
Dr.
orchestra
N.
June
M.,
Deming,
would seem to relate the Inhabitants
Won by W. Hill, second L. sand being taken from an arroyo a
You may well Juniors.
from New Orleans, and that his fath of tlhe program was vociferously ap- "Hurrah for Taft".)
In
old
home
to
his
has
gone
of prehistoric Santa Fe to the ancient Hulen
short distance below. There Is plen
In
cheer for I want to tell you that Momsen, tnird L. Samaniego.
his sum er had an office the Malson Blancheto plauded.
Twelfth event Half mile run. Won ty of water for operations and the
Pajarltans, (the name we have given Boone county, Mo., to spend
building here. Mr. Lease wrote
was
silence as this is the greatest boom that could be
There
profound
mer
vacation.
west
of
the
second
E.
to the prehistoric culture
P. Griego.
dam as far as completed has already
Schutz,
the manager of this building, giving Brother James arose and read the conferred on us. I am 78 years of age by
Lew A. Carr, of San Marcial, has
race. Won backed the water to a depth of ten
Thirteenth event-Po-tato
Rio Grande), more closely than to the
a description of the boy, the name of
and as each name was but I hope to live to vote in New Mexsecond
E.
S.
modern Pueblos. It would be most In- been visiting his brother, Tom Carr, the school he attended while Ihere, his list of awards
Schutz,
Stephenson, feet. Good roads, some of them of
by
called out there was warm applause. lco for a president of the United tnlr0
R' Haley.
scenic beauty, have been built to difof
teresting If it should be found that of this Dlace. for the last week.
and the names
teacher's
Just like other people in other
States
name,
folas
were
announcements
The
Mrs. W. P. Dowen, of Miami, Ariz., some of his
Fourteenth event-Re- lay
race. Won ferent points along the project
that ancient culture ages ago over
are going to do. (Applause.)
states
playmates.
lows:
visit
to
"
Employment is given to fifty sturdy
naya, seiuua &. urruua.
spread the entire Rio Grande valley. has stopped oil for a few days
Tribute to Mgr. Lamy.
By questioning some of these per
Degree of M. A.
Fifteenth event Sack race. Won pupils from the U. S. Indian Industrial
"It is now practically established her aunt, Mrs. Frank Thurmond, Mrs. sons It developed that the boy an
Referring to the areat work necom-- '
of
Accounts
Master
of
are
Degree
The
son,
PHolt,
- Sanchez,
second S. Stephenson, School who make very good workmen.
- ny
that the Pueblos are composed of a Bowen and her little
swered the description of the runaway
Mr. J. Felipe pitshed here along educational and reE. Sdhutz.
Mast of the other workmen come from
strain of the old Pajarltan stock to on their way to Detroit, Mich., for a lad, Louis Blank, who had lived In has been conferred on
liglous lines by Archbishop Lamy, the thrd
Hubbell.
some
much
a
months,
was
added
Officials.
which
the Estancla valley. Strange, to Bay,
stronger visit of
i
said:
the neighborhood of Fourth and How
speaker
Awarding of Medals.
Mrs. J. Fendall and her nieces, ard streets. The movements of tflif
is has been difficult to get workmen
strain from somewhere else. The oldnereree, ueorge Armijo.
"Why, I can almost see Archbishop
Doctrine
Medal for Christian
from Santa Fo. Tbo workmen occu
er culture prevailed and survives In Misses Mary and Jack Tracy, have family Were traced and It was subseto- me
sln
streets
P
;
inrougn
"""X
Next
Awarded to J. Felipe Hubbell.
py a camp that forms a little town of
great part to the present time, be- gone to California to spend the
quently found out that they had mov In merit Apollnar Urrutia. This me uay lAiii'"1"8ne was hub aijuhuc
cause the climatic conditions of the
20, or more inhabitants as many ot
Starter, John V. Conway.
ed away from the city. Their presof the Southwest.
came here a
He
Dem
the
been
dal
donated
has
by
kindly
An extra freight train leaving
time and place naturally tended to
ttt workers have their families with
Timer, R. J. Kelly.
ent whereabouts are unknown.
man for a great occasion and
great
B.
Rev.
Pltaval.
Most
J.
Pacific
recently
Clerks-Edw- ard
ArchbiBhop
the establishment of Pueblo habits, ing on the Southern
F. Laughlln and them. There Is a company commis-8."ry- ,
The step(father, Joe Berrea) was
The medal for oratory won in public God made him for the work. It was Agustin F. Sisneros,
mode of life, social order and reli- was wrecked seventeen miles east of well known in the Jewish quarters in
kitchen dining room and the
he
Broth
the
Christian
who
brought
contest June 19 by Manuel Lujan. era to New
and announcer, Walter Hub- - supplies, tool and machinery on the
gion. But the physical character, and here. Fifteen cars were In tne mum. Rampart street.
Bugler
an- Mexico."
of
(Shouts
Next in merit J. Felipe Hubbell. Dobell.
probably the language of the new- The train was in charge of Conductor
gnund, represent an immense outlay
From present Indications the boy
plause.)
No one
nor, Frank A. Hubbell.
comers prevailed. In this connection, Shine and Engineer Kelley.
of capital. A reclamation enterprise
Donors of Prizes,
a work ,
then
read
from
on the farm where he Is
The
Judge
will
remain
Gold medal for the best English
Mr. Harrington has recently made the was hurt.
Winter Grocery Store; A. Sellgman in the making Is an interesting study
being well treated and has everything Essay awarded to J. Felipe Hubbell. by Father Defouri on the history of
Insnector Fred D. Jack arrested two be wants.
Intensely interesting discovery (anDry Goods; Sellgman Brothers Dry and a trip to the Arroyo Hondo will
and
and
the
trials
Lamy
Archbishop
Do
Next In merit Anthony O'Boyle.
nounced in Che current number of the Hindoos at the union depot and took
Burrows Drug Co.; convince every one that the men who
Goods;
"The boy is willing enough," writes nor, Very Rev. Anthony Fourchegu. tribulations of the religious who first Wood-Davi- s 8trpllng,
American Anthropologist) that there them to El Paso on No. 8.
Hardware and Sporting are p'ltting up the thousands needed
came here.
he said
Continuing
does
not
Mr.
"but
know
any1
Lease,
award
of
one
medal
Gold
for Pennmanshlp
is striking similarity between
Georee Sanders has ordered a thirty
Goods; N. Salmon Dry Goods; H. B. to complete the project are in dead
.
midst ripples of laughter:
hub-its- .
ed to Agustin F. Sisneros. Next hi
the Pueblo dialects and the Kiowa of horse nower electric motor, which will thing of work. He has no bad
"In those days, boys, there were Cartwrlght Brothers Wholesale Gro-n- o earnest to iimke it a winner, which
All he cares about is something merit Patrocinlo Sanchez. Donor, Rev.
at
the
Plains.
several
Great
the
be run by electricity generated
library cars, no observation cars, cers; The Lowitzki Furniture Co.; will mean the settlement of
to eat, a little play outdoors, and lots Jules Derasches.
"The Tewa name for the site where power plant In Deming, Shoe
Co.; B. F. Pflenger thousand people eventually in the bano
Delgado
and
and
palace
dining
sleeping
he
is happy
of books to read, then
Gold medal for progress In music.
Santa Fe now stands was 'Kuapoge'
sin of the Hondo and an addition ot
R. B. Cameron has returned from
core, why there were no cars at all. Shoe Co.; Fischer Drug Co.;
and contented."
Awarded to John D. Clark. Next In
(Tewa: The place of the shell beads Silver City where he attended a meetCandelario halt a million dollars a year to the
was a six or seven ward's Meat Market;
It
Donor
merit Alfredo Balderrania.
near the water), and a large terraced ing of the directors of the Deming Ice
The Curio 8tore; Weltraer & Co., Station-priest- s trade ot Santa Fe, that is if local
weeks' trip from Kansas City.
Rev. A. Besset.
hill & Electrio Company.
DEDICATION OF ROSWELL'S
pueblo stood on Fort Marcy
to come out here In those days ery; Zook's Drug Co.; Kaune's Gro businessmen are alert to their
In
medal
the
Gold
for proficiency
MASONIC TEMPLE THIS WEEK,
where the military breastworks have
Miss Mary Mahoney has returned
had to" be members of the church eery Store; Leo Hersch Flour and
Senior Class awarded to J. Felipe militant. (Laughter.) Yes, they had to Feed Co.; H. C. Yontz; the Misses
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Imne'rlal. Calif.. June 30. Accord- The first pardon under Section 6,
imr tn n board of four engineers which Chapter 32, Laws of 1909, was upon
has Just completed
conditions along the Colorado river
The situation threatens
are erlnii
the great Laguna dam and other Irri
gation works. According to a conrer-AnPtniiAv. various influences are con
cerned In conditions at work in the
river below the International boundary, and gradually working upward,
which would in a short time lower the
bed of the stream at least twenty feet.
This would certainly destroy the government dam and prevent Irrigation
on either side.
PREPARING FOR AMERICAN
MINING

CONGRESS.

It Will Meet In Los Angeles and Sev

eral Thousand Delegates From
All Parts Are Exnected.
Los Angeles, June 20. Officials of
the Sierra Madre club and of their
convention committee,
having In
charge the details of the coming
American Mining Congress In September are growing more and more
enthusiastic over the longdlBtance
prospects of the largest gathering of
mining, smelting, coal and oil men
ever held tn this country.
From Chicago, from Alaska, from
San Francisco, from Arizona and even
from Old Mexico already the word Is
being received that "We are coming
with a big crowd," Chicago alone giving indications of bringing a full
tralnload and It will cause no sur- nrlae to the convention boosters if
every other point named Is represented with a full train.
While no definite assurances have
yet been received, it is stated by the
convention committee officers that the
chances are at least even that Roose
velt will appear at the congress, along
with Pinchot, Garfield, Pardee and
other well known conservationists to
meet the efforts of any delegations or
set of men to Becure the adoption of
any resolutions unfriendly to conserv
ative policies, either established or
In contemplation by the conservation

advocats.

The spectacle of Roosevelt on the
deliberative body,
meeting his opponents would be a new
one and one which, if It occurs, will
make the American Mining Congress
convention the most important gath
erlng of the entire year in the entire
country, taxing the capacity of any
one of the great public buildings of
this city to accommodate.
party
Next month an influential
from Los Angeles will visit the San
meet
the
Joaquin valley oil fields and
producers at a number of meetings to
be arranged by the various chambers
of commerce, the result of which no
doubt will be to ally this branch of
industry with the mining congress.
This week Wednesday a delegation
from Los Angeles will visit San Diego
and presented a personal Invitation
to the chamber of mines to attend the
convention In a body and It is likely
a special train will be Tun from that
city.
A transportation
committee, made
up of railroad passenger agents, working with the convention committee,
of excursion
Is preparing a series
schedules which will doubtless result
In special trains from nearly every
Rocky mountain and Pacific coast
state and a number of others from the
big metropolises of the extreme east.
It is estimated that from 20.000 to
30,000 names of mine, smelting, coal
of
and oil men. not now members
the American Mining Congress, will
In the
convention
be incorporated
committee's lists within the next two
or three weeks, reaching to every dis
trict of the North American continent
and snecial Invitations, letters and
printed matter will be sent them per
sonally, beside an Intense campaign
of newspaper publicity In all papers
being conducted.
Arizona Is already out with the
announced purpose of capturing the
convention for the next year and other states are expected soon to make
slmllRr announcement.
Elaborate entertainment for the vis
itors, which will number, it Is believed from 3,1100 to 6,000, including the
families of the delegntes, is being prepared, Including ocean- - trips, orange
picking, mountain rides and excursions to many of the resorts.
Although over three months away,
officers beconvention committee
lieve, from all the signs, that a new
high water mark will be set for nil
the great congresses of the country
which have to do with the various national resources and Industries.
floor of a monster

FEUDIST DEMANDS
VICTIM

ANOTHER
IN KENTUCKY.

Prominent Figure In Hargls Dispute
Shoots Down and Kins a Tenant
on His Farm.
Jackson. Ky.. June 20. Asbnry
Spicer, a well known farmer of
Breadhltt county, and once a prominent figure tn the Hargls feud, today
shot and killed George Fugate, a tenant of Splcer's farm and wounded
mother. Tho first known of the
alTnlr wan when Spicer
telephoned
that he was coming to Jackson to give
himself up. The cause of the trouuie
Is not known,
TPnlnv'n Kldnev
Remedy may be
given to children with admirable
rt rinna nwRV with bed wetting.
and Is also recommended for use after
measles and scarlet fever. Bom oy
Stripling Burrows Co.

recommendation of the superintendent
of the penitentiary and the peniten
tiary commission, granted today by
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa, to Ike
Worth of Albuquerque, who had been
paroled since July 8 of last year, He
had been sentenced, on November 23,
1904, for murder.
Lieu Land Selections Approved,
Secretary ot the Interior R. A. Bal- linger today notified Land Commis
sioner R. P. Ervien that he had ap
proved List No. 7 of territorial lieu
land selections amounting to 7,043.75
acres located In the Tucumcarl land
district.
Good Roads Trip,
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan, Land Commissioner R. P, Ervien
and County Commissioner I. Sparks
today made a trip over the Santa Fe
trail from this city to the Pecos with
a view of locating a convict camp and
Inaugurating road work that will place
the road in good condition by August
Arrests by Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomes
yesterday arrested Santiago Vigil and
Augusln Montoya in this city on the
charge of breaking Into a house. It
being shown that Vigil was merely
drunk, he was discharged, while Mon-- 1
toya was held to the grand Jury In
$500 bond.
Incorporations.
Three corporations filed Incorpora
tion papers In the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa today: The
New Meixco Land Company of Chi
cago, Phoenix and Maxwell, William
Van Bruggen of Maxwell, Colfax county being the New Mexico agent. The
capitalization Is $250,000, divided Into
5,000 shares. The directors are H. W.
Whedon and J. I. McCauley of Chi
cago,

111.

authority the county commissioners
ought not to allow such bills.
As to the sheriff's bills for feeding
prisoners sentenced to the county Jail
by a Justice of the peace for offenses
against the territorial statutes, I see
no way of rightfully refusing payment
nor Is there any practical way ot con
trolling the Judicial discretion of the
Justice of the peace, who Is also the
city Judge, In deciding as to whether
any particular offense for which
man is tried before him Is one against
the territory or one against the city.
Hon. George S. Klock, District Attorney, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir I have received your let
ter of yesterday relative to complaint
made before the boaTd of county com
missioners as to the Issuances of li
cense In places not within the limits
of a city, town or village, containing
one hundred Inhabitants. I lhave no
doubt of the correctness1 of your holding that section 1 of chapter 115 of
the laWB of 1905, absolutely prohibits
the granting of any license for the
sale of Intoxicating liquors
at any
place except within the limits of a
city, town or village containing at
least one hundred inhabitants, withot sa
out regard to the
loons outside of such places. The
closing words of section 2 of the act
lhave no reference to the provisions
ot section 1 as they are distinctly lim
ited to section 2.
I am not, however, clear that sec
tion 4 of the act gives the county
commissioners any authority to revoke a license Issued contrary to law.
That section appears to provide that
"nnv rAtnll llinnr llrenHA ffrantp as
provided for by law may be revoked!
by the board of county commission
ers," for certain specified causes
which do not Include the unlawful
granting of the license. A license to
sell liquor In a place with less than
one hundred Inhabitants is not one
"granted as provided for by law." I
have always been of opinion that such
a license would be no protection to
Its holder against criminal prosecution under section 4126 of the Compiled Laws of 1897, and my recollection is that there were prosecutions
in such cases In the county of Torrance in 1907, in which some of the
defendants were let off upon the payment of costs.
Tours truly,
F. W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
Census Almost Completed.
Census Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter expects to close the census office
In this city within two weeks. The
field work Is practically all finished
and 110 of the 310 population portfolios are already on their way to
Washington, while the remainder are
to be Bhipped by July 1. Most of the
agricultural schedules are also on the
way to Washington, supervisor wai
ter has compiled the population of the
territory, of the counties, of the cities,
towns and villages and every precinct
and enumeration district, but under
the census rules Is not permitted to
make nubllo these figures until they
have been verified by the Washington
office, which it Is expected will be
some time In August. It is only after
these figures have been verified that
the enumerators will receive their
warrants.

The Mlmbres Valley Irrigation Company of Deming, Luna county, capitalized at 50,000, divded Into 50,000
shares. The incorporators and directors are all of Deming and each
bas subscribed to 400 shares. They
are: Calvin L. Baker, William J.
Wamel, Henry J. Sanders, Joseph G.
Harris and Lee O. Lester, the last
being named as New Mexico's agent.
The Reporter Publishing Company
of Raton, Colfax county. The capitalization Is $15,000, divided into 1600
shares, of which $2,200 is paid up. The
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
company proposes to publish a dally
morning paper at Raton. The incor sold on a guarantee that If you are
T.
s
of
are:
directors
Jay
not satifled after using
porators and
Conway, 20 shares; Benjamin W.- a bottle according to directions, your
Fulghum, 10 shares; Charles S. Wor- money will be refunded. It is up to
ley, 20 shares; George B. Berlnger, zu you to try. Sold by all druggists.
shares; Willis G. Brown, who Is named
as the New Mexico agent, 150 shares. SEEMS LIKE ROYAL
FIGHT WITH INJUNCTIONS.
Demand Made on Treasurer.
The Fire Company of the American
to
Lumber Company of Albuquerque,
Albuaueraue. N. M June 16.
day made preliminary demand, as the Judge Ira A. Abbott In the district
a
of
writ
mandamus, court vesterdav afternoon issued a
foundation for
A.
M.
Treasurer
upon Territorial
temporary injunction against the Den
Otero for $500, which it claims Is due ver & Rio Grande Railroad Company,
It annually under Chapter 5, 1905. restraining It from selling or attempt
This will be a test case. The law of ing to sell four locomotives at pres
1905 superseded the old law under ent located at Santa Fe, N. M., and
which the fire Insurance companies which are claimed to be the property
doing business in the territory paid to of the Dominion Construction Comthe fire companies a certain per cent pany.
of all premiums collected In the city
The Injunction was granted follow
or town. The last legislature passed ing the filing of a petition by M. W.
from
the
sum
a
a law giving definite
Flourney, receiver of the Dominion
Insurance fund to certain fire
Construction Company, in which it
but omitting the above com- - was shown to the court that an order
pany. The outcome of the contro- had been granted to the receiver on
versy Is of much Interest to the entire May 8, 1910, permitting him to disj
territory.
pose of the four locomotives In ques
National Guard Equipment Burned. tion, and that the Denver at mo
Because of a fire at Artesia,, Eddy Grande Company has declined to peruntil a decounty, yesterday In which the equip mit the sale of the engines
ment of Company C at Artesia was murrage claim of $2,590.01 against
Ib
destroyed by flames, Adjutant Gener- the Dominion Company paid. order
The effect of the restraining
al A. S. Brookes today notified Com& Rio Grande
pany C that It would be mustered outas Is that the Denver
Company is enjoined and restrained
unless a suitable hall for an armor-wot from interfering with the transfer and
provided and the Chamber
Commerce gave $300 for 65 lockers In sale of the engines under its alleged
Guard
equipment claim for freight and demurrage, un
which National
could be safely stored. He also is- til the matter can be heard in coun,
I
Because of the fact that Judge Ira
sued the following special order:
on
M is A. Abbott will not be in the city
N.
G.
N.
M.
S.
Murray,
Capt.
, Tuesday, June 21, the order was made
lnvatl-to
officer
appointed surveying
rotiimahlA before Judce M. C. Me-gate and report upon the loss by flte,
at 10 o'clock
on the morning of May 17, 1910, of the chem, at Albuquerque,
forenoon of that day.
government porperty which had betn of the
iasued to Company U, 1st mianiry,
JOSEPH WENDLING INDICTED
N. G. N. M. Separate proceedings will
FOR MURDER OF A. KELNER.
be prepared for each class of property.
By Command of the llovernor,
Louisville Ky., June 20. The Jury
A. S. BROOKES,
Indicted Josef Wendllng on the
today
General.
Adjutant
of murdering Alma Kelner and
charge
General.
Attorney
Opinion by
it is understood that Governor WilThe following two Important opin-- ; son issued a requisition for him a
lonB have been handed down by At
few minutes later. Wendllng Is beIn
torney General Frank W. Clancy:
to be under surveillance
lieved
Hon. Edward
Dickinson, Chairman western Texas. A reward of $6,500
Board of County Commissioners, has been offered for uls conviction.
Grant County, Silver City, N. M. j
Dear Sir Your letter of the 8th
In sickness, If a certain nerve goes
Instant, was received yesterday and I
then the organ that this nerve
take the earliest possible momept to wrong, will also
surely fall. It may
answer. Ordinarily, I would feel un- controls
bo a Stomach nerve, or It may have
willing to give any opinion about
given strength and support to the
county affairs as that business Is com Heart
or Kidneys. It was- Dr. Shoop
but
mitted to the district attorney,
first pointed out to the vital
In view of his absence and Illness, that
truth. Dr. Snoop's Restorative was
and In view of my personal relations
to dose the Stomach nor to
with him, which are such that I am not made
stimulate the Heart or
sure he would not make any objec-- i temporarily
method
tlon I take pleasure In giving you my Kidneys. That
Is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
views of the matters referred to.
to these failing Inside
My understanding of the law Is that goes directly
success of
neither sheriffs, Justices of the peace nerves. The remarkable
the
demonstrates
nor constables, are entitled to any this prescription
cause
fees from tho county treasury for wisdom of treating the actual Is Inservices In casos In the courts of Jus ot these falling organs, And itfive or
A simple
tices of the peace except In felony deed easy to prove.
It
cases. No .statute In terms authoris- ten days test will surely toll. Try
Bures the payment of such fees In other once, and seel Sold by Stripling
cases and without explicit statutory rows Co,

An Early Morning Duel in
the Colfax County

Seat
ELOYS

NUAHEM5

DYING

Jose Roybal and Wife Received
Wounds in Hand
and Arm.
Raton, N. M. June 17. As the re
sult of a cleaver duel between Jose
Roybal, storekeeper, and Floys Nuan- ez, the latter Is dying with a shot in
the abdomen, Mrs. Roybal bas a
wound In her hand and Roybal has a
bullet hole through the left arm. Roybal was awakened early this morning
by Nuanez forcing his way Into the
store. Roybal asked what he wanted.
Nuunez demanded money and the
shooting began.
NEW

MEXICO BLIND
ASYLUM WIN8 TROPHY.

Territorial Institution at Alamogordo
for Second Time Carries Off
Honors in Contest.
(Alamogordo News.)
For the second time In one session
the New Mexico Institute for the
Blind has captured flrBt honor In the
contests held under the auspices of
the National Athletic Association of
This record
Schools for the Blind.
Is all the more remarkable
when it
Is considered
that this is the first
year that New Mexico has held mem
bership In the association, while the
other schools wihich competed have
had teams In training for some years.
The first trophy won by New Mexico
contest for
was in the
boys, held In February; the second
one was won by the girls' team in the
contest of May 14.
In the girls' contest, New Mexico
scored a total of 501-points, while
western Pennsylvania, winner of second honor, scored only 15
points.
The points scored by New Mexico
stand3,
as
follows: Broad Jump
were
ing high Jump 9; 35 yard dash 91-2- ;
50 yard dash 9; 200 yard relay race 5;
three legged race 5; sack race 8; egg
race 3. New Mexico won first place
in every event except tihe broad Jump,
the baseball throw and the egg race.
In the Individual high scores, Leona
Hlnojos, of the New Mexico team
was first with a total of 19
points,
ClaTe Yachim, of western Pennsylvania, second, with 6 points, while Beu-laVan Deezee, of Wisconsin, and M.
Burns, of Ohio, were tied for third
place with & points.
Before coming to New Mexico to
Mr.
take charge of this Institute,
Pratt was assistant superintendent of
the western Pennsylvania Institute
at Pittsburg, and while be held that
position the school placed several
trophies to Its credit. In the contests
which have been held since Mr. Pratt
came to New Mexico, western Pennsylvania has been a strong contender
for the cups, but has not been able
to land one of them.
The New Mexico institute became
affiliated with the National Association at the beginning of this session.
had reUp to that time the students
ceived no training in athletics, and
had not even been taught the value
of free and directed play, but they had
the natural ability to excel In athletic
sports, and Mr. Pratt and Mr. Cox
Two men
gave them the training.
better equipped for the work they
have In hand could not be found.
Both of them appreciate fully the
value of free and directed play in the
education of the blind.
Alamogordo Is beginning to appreciate this Institution for Its true
worth. It Is time now for the people
of all New Mexico to begin to realize
that this Is a territorial Institution
and as such Is entitled to the heartiest support of the whole people.
Conservation of Nature's Re
sources.
Applies as well to our physical state
as to material things. C. J. Budlong,
WashlngtoL, R. I., realized his condition, and took warning before It was
too late. He says: "I Buffered severebely from kidney trouble, the disease
ing hereditary In our family. I have
taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy, and now consider myBelf
thoroughly cured. This should be a
warning to all not to neglect taking
Foley's Kidney Remedy until it Is too
late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
The

TWO KILLED BY EXPLOSION
IN GRANT COUNTY.
A special from Stein's, Grant coun
ty, to the Silver City Independent
says:
"As a result of a dynamite explo
sion at this place, where the South
ern Pacific Is operating a quarry and
rock crusher, Alberto Gnrcla, a la
borer, died Friday at Tucson,
Hie was taken as soon as pos
sible after the accident, and Jose Cor-tea fellow workman of Garcla's,
was killed Instantly.
'The cause of the explosion Ib un
known, but it is expected to be
to
light
brought
later, possibly
through the medium of a coroner's
inquest, The Southern Pacific has be
tween 300 and 400 men employed at
the quarry and rock crusher in the
preparation ot material for ballasting
the main line, and dynamite is constantly used.
"Officials of the company slato that
the holes were properly drilled and
that the dynamite and fuses were
They cannot acrightly arranged.
count, therefore, for the premature
explosion, they say.
"Garcia, though apparently dying,
was placed on a truln and taken to
Tucson for treatment. He was frightfully Injured. His head was crushed,
his head and stomach torn, his legs
badly hurt and one broken, and his
arms lacerated."

GOOD NEWS,
and valuation, were
classification
himself from a journ In a few days. The grand jury docketed agalust him at the police
made covering 179,561 aorea.
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over murder caBe has been postponed. E. B, McCllntock, after furnishing
and a prosperous rancher.
It and Profited Thereby,
Sites.
Arrested for Intent to Kill Manuel The assailant ot Miss Ferran, was appearance bond in the sum of $1,000
Jose Pa
Temporary withdrawals were made
Lucero, Gregorlo Lucero and Jose Lu- - found guilty of assault with a dead- signed by Santiago Cooper,
"Good news travels fast." and the
cero were arrested at Anton CMcog ly weapon and sentenced from elgh- - dilla and Frank Aldorete as sureties, covering 27,889 acres along western
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the summer normal Institute at Las to further final disposition following lame, weak and aching back Is bad no
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and Southwestern train near
Nuanez Dies of His Wounds Eloys acter of the deposits and the comparcourt at Albuquerque by Judge Ira A. Is to be running within a year. A day been arrested at
Cimarron, Colfax
and night force is busy building a county, ad was lodged In jail at Las Nuanez, shot In the abdomen by Jose ative ease under which mining operaAbbott.
Woman Sentenced for Vagrancy-Mari- ana
TO DRINK OR NOT TO
concrete dam across the arroyo below Vegas.
M.
Arrested
Murder
Roybal at Raton, while trying to force tions can be conducted.
Suspects
DRINK AT CARL8BAD.
Valasquei de Sanchez was Clew and Albert Walter were arrest Holson's ranch for the Impounding of
Down Fence. his way Into Roybal's store, died of Lands
Arrested
for
for
Breaking
Farming
Dry
Designated
sentenced to sixty days In jail for vag- ed at
CarlBbad, June 17. The city counManuel G. Martinez was arrested at his Injury. He was 24 years of age
Albuquerque yesterday on sus- flood waters.
Entry.
Thomas-Loomecil Is at the present time trying to
r
rancy at Albuquerque yesterday.
Married June 4th Las Vegas for breaking down a fence and leaves a wife. He had served a
Under the enlarged homestead or
picion that they were Implicated in
Clovis Eating House Burned The the murder of Estanlslado Dlas the at the Episcopal Rectory of Santa Fe around
e
acres reach a definite understanding with
of property belonging term In the Colorado reformatory.
a
homestead
1,288,906
piece
act,
Portales lunch house at Clovis, Curry night before. The two men had ar- New Mexico, Mr. Clharles E. Thomas
the liquor interests as to whether the
to the Santa Fe Railway. He said
Formed Election District The San of land were recommended for desig
A
county, a frame structure 50 by 60 rived from Gallup the night before. and Miss Nellie Loomer, both ot Glo- - he cut the wire to let In his mule
of county commission nation as
and subject to saloons shall be closed In Carlsbad.
board
Miguel
to
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night
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feet, was burned
given by rieta, New Mexico. Mr. Thomas 1b a which was hankering after the green ers canvassed the vote cast on the entry under this act In the states of petition la before the council asking
However, the description
last.
matter.
for an election in the
The
before
Jose Montes the companion of Diaz, son of Mrs. Mary Thomas of this city,
within the enclosure.
question whether an irrigation district Washington, Montana, Wyoming, New
men on the other hand are
Lost Ticket and Money Mrs. Mara-ll- a on the night of the murder, seems to and grew to manhood In Osceola, grass
Union County Man Killed In Mine should be organized unaer tne i;ain-flel- d Mexico and Oregon, A prior designa saloon
Phelan of Las Cruces, en route to differ each time he tells the story.
close
In
are
givto
education
where he received bis
willing
provided they
William Bradley who had Just arproject near Las Vegas. The tion of 47,640 acres In Wyoming was en a reasonable time in which to do
our public schools. For six years he ranged to return to his farm near vote in
Flagstaff, Aris., yesterday lost her
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of organizing such a canceled. Since the passage of this
favor
time
ticket and pocket book at AlbuquerDeath of an Octogenarian Manuel was station agent at Woodburn but Clayton, Union county, was killed by district under the territorial law, was law in February, 1909, over 176,000.- - so. They think that a year's
que. The railroad gave her free trans- T. y Aragon. aged 87 years, died yes- the past seven years has been agent falling rock in the coal mines at
as should be given them, while the pro000 acres have been designated
unanimous.
thinks that six
portation. The pocket book with the terday at Tecolote, San Miguel coun- at Glorieta, N. M. He was one of Os
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Brutal Murder at Albuquerque
tbe matter under consideration and
has put in a claim for $73 bounty on ulations. Miss Loomer Is the daughDeaths at Albuquerque The follow- east of Santa Fe, died at Las Vegas ministration.
of tbe city
This morning at 1:30 o'clock, Ploquin- wild animals in San Miguel county. ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Loomer of
This land classification work shows will report to a meeting
ing deaths are reported In last eve- of tuberculosis. He was agea zi
to Diaz was murdered on the Coal ave He killed three lobos, six wild cats El Reno, Oklahoma.
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Montes was with Diaz when the hold- tion papers In district court at Las ing for the Santa Fe in Colorado. Last was aged 32. Her death, la the twelfth
of area was July, 1909, with the 4th at Malaga. The citizens
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